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is 5!
A Big Thank You
To all of Our Loyal Rocket Customers!

Come and help us Celebrate
5 Years of Fun & Food!
There’ll be Cake, Photo Booth Fun & More!
Saturday April 2nd!
272 Water Street
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CITY COUNCILLOR SHUTS DOWN IDEA
OF A METROBUS SHUTTLE TO AIRPORT
If you’ve been to another city, chances are
you’ve availed of the many ways a modern city
can scoot you to its airport. Here in St. John’s
though, we have one way: a cab. Something
all these future convention centre visitors will
find strange. And it doesn’t look like that’ll
be changing any time soon. The St. John’s
airport are in talks about adding a route, but
councillor Tom Hann told The Telegram he

CITY “IMMEDIATELY” LOOKING
FOR NEW MANAGER
A city manager oversees all administrative
duties necessary for a city to operate, and
is hired by city council to supervise city
departments (department heads report to
them), monitor the city budget and make
sure finances are in order, implement city
policies, and represent the municipality in a
variety of ways, including playing an advisory
role to the council and mayor. For over a

now look forward to spending more time
with my wife and family at our cottage. I
thank everyone for their kind support and
for respecting my desire for privacy at
this time.” According to the press release
“recruitment of a new City Manager will begin
immediately,” as Martin’s last day will be
March 31st.

doesn’t want the cab industry to have to deal
with competition with Metrobus, and that
the cost would be too high (about $190,000).
Simultaneously, Metrobus general manager
Judy Powell is not expressing much interest
in it, as it could cost as much as $450,000, by
her approximation, and would require buses
be equipped with luggage racks. Neither are
confident the route would pay for itself.

decade, Neil Martin has been the manager
of the city of St. John’s, but a press release
issued in February revealed his years-long
battle with cancer and his decision to resign.
“I have thoroughly enjoyed my working
experience at the City and I am proud of what
Councillors and staff have accomplished
together in my tenure as City Manager. I

A WOMAN WITH A GUIDE DOG
Not one, but two drivers told Anne Malone,
offensively, that a dog wasn’t getting in
their car. The Newfoundland and Labrador
Human Rights Commission ruled that City
Wide Taxi failed to provide service to Anne
Malone because she was accompanied by a
guide dog, and as such they were fined $5,000.

PROVINCE SEEING AN INCREASE IN
FOOD BANK USERS
Everyone has noticed the spike in costs for
fresh food on the island this winter, and the
Community Food Sharing Association (CFSH)
says it’s led to a province-wide strain on food
banks. The cost of food right now has been
exasperated by the fact unemployment in NL
is currently higher than it has been in years.
25,000 people are using food banks in the
province, and the CFSH expect that number
to increase this year, as they’re also noticing
more first-time users than normal.

CITY WIDE CABS FINED FIVE GRAND
FOR 2 DRIVERS REFUSING TO SERVICE

Warm &
dry.
Warm Blundstone
Winter boots shut out nasty weather
with genuine 100% wool fleece and
cold-defying Thinsulate . Waterproof
leather, elastics and seams.
Blundstone Winter. Pull-on,
kick-off comfort for
cold & wet
Canadian
weather.
TM

Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice and
The Overcast aims to be this voice. In addition
to our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts
fresh and exclusive content on weekdays. All
opinions in this publication reflect the author
of the article, not The Overcast.
COVER CREDIT: Joel Upshall
UNCREDITED ARTICLES: Chad Pelley

theovercast.ca

PROVINCIAL FINANCE MINISTER
REVEALS TWO BROKEN LIBERAL
PARTY CAMPAIGN PROMISES
Cathy Bennett reengaged on the Liberal
Party’s promise to NOT privatize certain
government services, saying that things
have changed on account of the province’s
grim financial state. For the same reason, a
two-point HST hike – formerly cancelled by
the Liberals – is back on the table, and may
be part of the budget they’ll unveil later
this month.

#584
The Winter in
Rustic Brown.
Also available in Black.
$229.95

blundstone.ca
KM06-15BL Overcast-Warm&Dry.indd 1
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Modern
Boutique
Living’s Micro
Apartments
Set to Open
in St. John’s
in August

PHOTO: MICROBOUTIQUELIVING.COM

Make it
Micro
expected to open a micro apartment in
St. John’s, at 12 Water Street.
Chris Galea is the president of Modern
Boutique Living, and already has two other
micro apartments opened in Antigonish and
Wolfville, NS. Galea says there are many
reasons that people might be drawn to micro
apartments. For instance, they “allow people
to live downtown in the heart of the city at
substantially lower rental rates.” As well, the
apartment might be smaller, but it’s expertly

BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

furnished. The rental terms are flexible too,
people can rent a night, a weekly, four to eight

Most people can recall

months, and by year.

squishing themselves

From the description on the website, Micro

into campus housing and

Boutique Living has gotten a lot of fixtures

small apartments, made
even smaller by financially
obligatory roommates.
But there’s a new trend in
domicile design.
Micro apartments have popped up all over the

to fit into a small space. Both one-bedroom
and two-bedroom apartments come with
a three-piece bath, flatscreen tv, fireplace,
kitchen, queen bed, wifi, and AC. Really, all
the luxuries people would expect in a modern
apartment. They’ll also have stunning views of
the St. John’s harbour.
RENTING IN THE CITY

globe, in places like San Francisco, New York,
Vancouver, Toronto, and Beijing.

Renting in the city can be a nightmare, Matt
Power knows. He moved to St. John’s in 2006

Imagine living in a single room, with all of

and since then, he’s rented in seven different

your essentials within arm’s reach: a living

locations. He’s had his share of struggles in

room with a kitchen up against one wall,

finding a place to live and says St. John’s has

a bathroom off to the side, and a bedroom

a rental housing problem. There have been

tucked away. Better yet, consider having all

times desperate enough where he’s agreed

of the necessities and not having to share

to rent places sight-unseen, having a trusted

the space with roommates and their surprise

friend check it out for him.

guests. Then step into a micro apartment.

Public Libraries First
Victim of Provincial
Budget Cuts
The Liberal government
plans to make drastic
cuts to the cash-strapped
library system in the
province, and it’s already
underway for Torbay’s
public library, which will
be forced to close by the
end of March.
Torbay’s library board has been informed
the Department of Education will not put
forward funding to pay the library’s $19000
annual lease. As a result, NL Public Libraries
“will be ceasing operation, and canceling the

of Education
has apparently
directed the

Torbay’s library
will be closed by
month’s end, and with
it, community access
to public internet.

Provincial
Libraries Board
to cut 30 percent of their budget – this
would be a $3.3 million dollar cut on top
of the drastic 2013 cuts by the previous
government. How many other towns will
be hearing similar bad news after this
year’s provincial budget?”
“Torbay is a growing town. It should not be
losing a library. Residents were told they
would have to access St. John’s libraries.
But many library patrons do not drive

certificate for the Torbay Public Library.”

into St. John’s. Libraries provide many

“The library operated out of the Torbay town

time and after school programs, parent-

hall for 40 years until March 2015, when
the Town reclaimed the space in order
to accommodate a growing staff,” says
board member Melissa Barbeau. “With this
decision, March 31 will be the last day of
operation for the library. The government’s
choice to make a public library their first
budget cut – rather than, say, top level
salaries or the seemingly doomed Muskrat
Falls project – certainly speaks to their
priorities. And it’s not reading, learning,

programs and services, for example, story
child literacy sessions – if family literacy
is important to government, it must
recognize this. Libraries provide internet
access and resources for student projects,
for job-seekers, for people starting a
business – this is increasingly important,
particularly in rural areas, as more and
more government services are only
accessible on line.”
Barbeau adds that “The Torbay town

early childhood literacy, or Internet access

council isn’t off the hook either. They took

for low income families or seniors.”

in $500,000 in increased revenue this year
and have likewise refused to carry the cost.

NDP Education Critic Lorraine Michael is

Library patrons and community members

also openly appalled. “This is a blow to the

are urged to contact the Torbay Town

rapidly-growing town, but worse news for

Council, their local MHA or the Minister of

the entire province is that the Department

Education to voice their concerns.”

"If you see an apartment that looks more
Micro apartments are what they sound like.

than tolerable... you need to decide within a

Take an apartment and make it compact,

half hour of leaving that apartment whether

make it tiny, make it micro. It promises easy

you want that apartment or not,” or it will

maintenance, as long as renters don’t have

be snatched up by someone else. So he

too much in the way of material possessions.

welcomes the news that more housing is

And in August 2016 Modern Boutique Living is

going up in the downtown area.

“The government’s choice to make a public library their first
budget cut certainly speaks to their priorities. And it’s not
reading, learning, early childhood literacy, or Internet access for
low income families or seniors.” — MELISSA BARBEAU
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The Cons of Not
Composting
and a Guide On
How to Do It
BY BADGE

St. John’s has not yet
instituted its proposed
curbside composting
program, so residents must
take it upon themselves
to responsibly dispose of
organic waste.
Fortunately, composting is really, really easy.
It requires only carbon, nitrogen, air, water
and a small army of organisms (which are
found everywhere) known as decomposers
– together forming the Voltron of backyard
gardening. Nitrogen is supplied by what
is called Green Matter – scrap vegetables
from the kitchen, lawn trimmings, or other
ex-living plant matter. This is also known
as “wet material” due to the high level of
moisture found in cells after their useful life
has ended. Carbon is supplied by what is
called Brown Matter. This is low moisture
material like dry coffee grounds, cardboard,
old fire ashes, twigs, and lawn detritus.
This will provide the backbone for the final
compost or Humus.
HOW TO COMPOST
1. Get a large container. Keep it outside.
This will hold the waste for 2-6 months
while the microorganisms do their thang.
2. Layer the bottom of the large outdoor
container with twigs and leaves. This will
create room in the mixture for oxygen to
circulate easily.
3. Get a smaller container (an old saucepan
works great) to place scraps in from the
kitchen. As the smaller container fills,
empty it into the larger container.
4. Add collected Green Matter from the
kitchen to the outside bin. Make sure there
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is enough to make a layer 2-4 inches thick.
Always add a corresponding amount of
Brown Matter (About 1.5 times as much).
Too much green matter will create a
mouldy, wet mess.
5. After 15-20 pounds of material, things
are going to start getting quite steamy –
that is good. The microbes are aerobically
breaking the material down, using up
oxygen and creating heat. This means that
the compost must be turned with a shovel
every week to ensure an excess of oxygen
is present. It also means that the pile will be
losing water at a next to constant rate. This
water must be replenished – a cup every
now and then will be fine.

The Next
Phase of
St. John’s
Heritage
Preservation
BY DAVE LANE

These efforts will lead to more certainty for both
developers and heritage advocates, and will
lead to a sustainable mix of unique structures
throughout the city.

This large home was built in 1848 by architect
Gilbert Browning for the Honorable Kenneth
McLea. McLea was a merchant whose
declaration to run for government in 1861
caused a riot that led to three people being shot
on Water Street!

As for Richmond Cottage, we are finalizing an
agreement with the owner that will enable the
City and the heritage community to spread the
word about the property and find an owner who
has the passion and wherewithal to save and
restore the building.

and distressed heritage

a shot.

Last year, the City created and filled a new,
long-awaited position in the Planning and
Development department for a Heritage Officer.
In the final meeting of the City’s Heritage
Advisory Committee we were able to set four
priorities for the position that will help us
protect our built heritage.

Fortunately, there is one property in the city that
has been driving us to tighten and improve our
policies. That property is “Richmond Cottage” on
McLea Place near Old Topsail Road.

7. DO NOT compost meats, fish, bones,
diseased plants, cooking oils, or weeds.
Meats will attracts rats and pests, diseased
plants will spread throughout the new
soil, and weeds will spawn seeds that will
take root next growing season. Try to chop
wastes into smaller pieces

The benefits are
many, the excuses
are weak. Give it

But the efforts have led to some very positive
policy development at City Hall. One has
already been adopted: when a developer is
given approval to develop pending a heritage
restoration, the restoration must happen first.

They have called into question whether we have
the right policies in place to identify and properly
protect these important assets. It’s a great
question, and the answer is actually closer to
“no” than “yes.”

of impressive historic
properties -- the Salvation

In a very short time your mind will be blown
by how much organic material you would
otherwise have thrown away. This inefficiency
costs the average municipal government
$65 per person in unnecessary garbage
processing. Organic waste is also not suited
to break down in a traditional dump, being
broken down anaerobically, which produces
excess methane – a potent
greenhouse gas.
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First, we are compiling an up-to-date list
of properties of historic significance within
our boundaries. The owners will be asked if
they would like official heritage designation,
providing some benefits and giving the City
the ability to protect it from demolition.
Second, we are exploring possible financial
incentives or support the City can give to
owners of heritage properties to incentivize
upkeep and maintenance. Third, we’re writing
a “deconstruction” policy that would ensure
any demolition of a heritage property is well
documented and its interesting elements
salvaged responsibly. Finally, we are developing
a “heritage impact assessments” process which
requires developers to identify how they will
preserve, protect, or remediate impacts on a
heritage property.

Two recent demolitions

6. Compost heaps without bottoms (placed
on bare earth) are much more efficient as
soil microbes and decomposers can enter
into the pile from the earth and speed up
the decomposition process.

St John’s offers free composting workshops
in the spring through the MMSB. They also
offer $40 composting bins to participants.
Register early - they are normally packed.
Alternatively, Island Compost is a business
that offers a composting-at-your-door
service for a fee. They provide the bucket
and will pick up filled buckets twice per
week. Completed compost will be tilled on
their farm.

/ THE OVERCAST /

Army buildings on Springdale
Street and the Quinnipiac on
Winter Place -- have shocked
advocates.

Several years ago, a developer received
Council approval to subdivide the large plot of
land around the property under the condition
they restore the property. Unfortunately the
restoration has not taken place in spite of the
housing subdivision proceeding.
Due to the wording of the agreement of Council,
challenges faced by the owner to undertake
the restoration, and a healthy dose of political
reality, efforts by the Heritage Advisory
Committee and its volunteers to see the building
restored have not borne fruit.

This is an important step because it gives some
control back to those who understand and love
built heritage. Usually we simply rely on Council
to force an owner to invest in their property
whether they want to or not.
And while we will be given just over a year to
find a buyer before it is otherwise allowed to
be demolished, I’m confident that if we work
together we can save this iconic building and
change the way we celebrate and support our
city’s heritage. Will you join us?
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Dealing with

Provincial Debt
BY JON DUKE

Much media dialogue of late
has been around what the
government can do to address
the $2-billion deficit and
mounting debt.
And rightfully so, as it’s government
who controls the coffers, and their spending has
risen almost 50% in the last ten years. There are
also parallel economic issues making it tough
for businesses and charities in our communities.
And the government coffer is simply our money
being spent on services for us. So that
government debt of almost $8-billion is really all
of ours, at $15,000 a head.
BUT WHAT CAN WE THE PEOPLE DO?
Is there anything a single person can do to
help their community get through the next few
years? That’s not a question I have an answer
to, but I can think of a few easy places to start.
Buy local
Buying local goods and services keeps more of
your hard earned dollars in your community.
Where you buy your morning coffee matters.
Think about the big items too, from food to
banking.
Be a business
Make something. When you create a product
or service you capture more share of wallet
for your community, you buy more goods
and maybe even employ people. Whether
it’s a table at the farmer’s market, an online
business, music lessons, or a small business,
you’re helping yourself and the community.
Be healthy
Almost 35% of the government budget goes
to health. And while many aliments are not
within our control, lots are. So a healthy diet,

some exercise and a
few less vices will help
you live better and also be less of
a strain on the health system.
Give your time
The government will have no choice but to
reduce services in some areas. So it’s up to
individuals to pick up the slack. Volunteering
with something you’re passionate about
feels great, helps to meet people, and breaks
down barriers. Whether it’s helping the less
fortunate, schools, arts, sports, youth, seniors,
or whatever you’re passionate about.
Participate
There will be consultations held by
the government and other interested
organizations. You should attend and
participate. That might mean just listening to
become more informed, or if it’s something
you’re passionate about you may wish to share
your views. Democracy is about much more
than voting every four years.
Will these steps solve the problem? Not a
chance. But it might ease the pain for some, and
make you an active participant in the process.
The road to a sustainable future will not be an
easy one. As a province we seem to always be
searching for that silver bullet. Some external
panacea that will make everything okay. But no
mega project is going to change the structure of
our economy, our low literacy rates, poor health,
or unsustainable expenditures. The health of
our economy must be based on the intelligence
and ingenuity of our people and not what nonrenewable resources we can extract from the
land and sea.
GOVERNMENT NOT THE ONLY AGENT OF
CHANGE FOR FATE OF THE PROVINCE
We need to stop waiting for others to create
solutions. Some problems are simply too big,

or too politically sensitive for government to
take on. Nor should government be relied upon
as the only agent of change. In fact grassroots
and broad-based community action is what
government needs to have the “permission” to
tackle the big issues. They will need our support
to tackle our sacred cows. In other regions of
the world, the voice of one person is seldom
heard, but for rare exceptions. However our
province is so small, that one person can be
heard, start a movement and create tangible
change. It’s up to us as individuals to stop
waiting for permission and just act. People
with passion and reason can create powerful
coalitions and effect social, economic, political,
environmental change. And by breaking down
the barriers between the private, public and
not-for-profit worlds, quick and tangible
solutions can be created. Here are some
thought starters on possible
changes needed:
Education
Comprehensive new
programming that promotes
intra/entrepreneurship,
citizenship, life skills, and
21st century knowledge.

Health
Shift resources from infrastructure to
prevention. Through proactive measures we
can reduce the future burden on the system.
Taxation
Restore the planned HST increase and increase
the highest personal tax bracket to the national
average.
Natural Resources
Royalty Revenue: Allocate funds only to debt
repayment and a Prosperity Fund.
Alternative Service Delivery
Social enterprises can bring efficiencies to
public services, with added public good.
Population
New, aggressive program to attract
immigrants, including a three-year
retention agreement.

Some problems are
simply too big, or too
politically sensitive
for government to
take on.

Regionalization
Continued support for a regional
hub policy and mandated
regionalization of services on
the Northeast Avalon.

Local Perspectives
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

The Fib-Bit
For Measuring Self-Delusion
in St. John’s
Kickstart Your Dreamjob
or Launch Your Career to
New Heights

WIN
12.5 GRAND
Towards Your
Grand Idea!

The Overcast’s Albedo Grant is available for entrepreneurs, organizations,

Seeing that our low margin, boom and bust commoditybased economy is in the long nadir or deep, lightless trench
phase of the cycle, we here at Newfoundland Eddicorp
are pursuing opportunities in our little knowledge-based
economy. And where better to begin that adventure than
right here at home, with self-knowledge.

or artists. The idea was initially conceived by The Overcast and Dean MacDonald
— Dean MacDonald, John o'Dea, and Phil Keeping's family are this year's

We’ve developed the Fib-bit, a wearable

sponsors.

device that records the quotidian self-

•

I’ll take this work home and finish
it tonight

delusion of the client. At the end of the day

•

What’s on CBC?

Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street? An App that will

users simply upload the collected data,

solve all the city’s issues? Do you think you know the food truck we really need

•

The Liberals just cannot be as bad

review the lies they’ve told themselves

here? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get drastically easier with

since waking and then take steps to, in the

a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford? As a cultural paper, we know all

future, better face the facts.

about a bank turning you down for doing something atypical or risky – i.e exciting,
bold, and visionary. Now we’re here to help you leap over your financial barriers. The

Early results from trials here in town are

Albedo grant exists to give you the money you need to launch a business or take your

encouraging. What follows is a recent

operation to new heights.

sample of some of the auto-misinformation

as the Tories were
•

It is such a great idea, I’m sure

•

This is probably a good time to

I’ll get the grant
shoot up to Costco
•

The Convention Center won’t look

selected St. John’s men and women, ranging

•

Just for the one pint

in age from 18 to 67, 19 times out of 20.

•

Shag it, I’ll have one more

•

Sure she’s crazy but she’s not
This is slimming
It’s not really stealing if it’s on

like that when it’s finished

collected from twenty three randomly

Apply Now
Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2 page pitch of your

•

like “crazy” crazy

Frank will grow as a human being

grand idea, and why you’re the person to make it happen. And don’t claim a

and then we can seriously consider 		

•

two-page pitch is too short — a short pitch forces you to be convincing, not

marriage

•

winded. Be impressive, there’ll only be one winner. Email The Overcast at:
submissions@theovercast.ca DEADLINE: APRIL 3RD, 2016

Eventually Rabbittown will be gentrified

•

Soon it will be spring

•

Nobody is that stupid

No one on the current city council

•

Gonna start using public transit

is so blind they’d even consider

•

There must be a reasonable bus

•
THIS ALBEDO GRANT IS A COMPETITION: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The people who submitted the top 5-6 submissions will get an in-person pitch to Dean,

the internet

•

route to work and back

running again
•

Women love it

•

Bet they all think it was Brad

•

If we behave as though things are as

•

No strings attached

•

It’s social drinking if you are messaging

•

I’m sure it’s nothing

•

Shoulder season

NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean, The Keepings, and John are a benevolent local businessperson, and

•

The future price of oil

•

The bank has our best interest at heart

would like to get in on the Albedo Grant with your own $5,000 contribution to

•

I needs a bigger truck

Most promising is that these results were

an entrepreneur/organization/artist whose pitch impressed you the most, get

•

He’s from Toronto but he gets it

judged experimentally sound, being reliably

in touch. The more money in this pot the better.

•

It’s pretty good hockey

repeatable day after day after day. The

•

Must be almost over

Fib-bit comes with a lifetime warranty.

The Keepings, and John for their money. These submissions may be posted on our
website, so the public can weigh in on whom they want to win, while the sponsors take
a week to think it over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.

who farted
they used to be, things will return
to being as they were

Food & Drink
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The winner
of the 15 restaurant
gift certificates
will be notified on
March 5th

Tales

from the

Taco
Tour
Felicity Roberts and
Emily Deming on The
Overcast’s Townie
Taco Challenge

Critic’s Picks
WINNER Merchant Tavern,
RUNNER UP Mallard Cottage,
HONOURABLE MENTIONS

Adelaide, Chinched
Bistro & Fixed
Editor’s Pick
Mallard Cottage

The People’s Choice
Hungry Heart

The real winner? Us! St John’s went from

heat. It flatters us with a confidence in our

rich chunk

palate. The fried cod is basically sushi grade

of salmon.

fish and chips. The pile of raw shaved purple

Add the fried avocado and you have serious

cabbage and fresh avocado wedge are the

sensual mouth feel. But, except for the

right and simple accessories. No bullshit,

nice freshly made crisp shell, there were

no f*ckery. This IS a fish taco. Shine

no contrasts in flavour or texture: solid,

on Adelaide, and may you fill our taco

smooth, rich.

cravings long after this challenge has
fallen like the price of a barrel of oil.

CELTIC HEARTH
“Would do the trick for a late night

BERNARD STANLEY

after party snack.”

“A platter worth keeping on the

Large and served on a flour tortilla, these

menu past February.”

were more burrito than taco. Nice flaky

Soft corn tortillas and chorizo make this

fish, but the "deep fried and sweet” theme

a platter worth keeping on the menu

composed of pineapple, batter, and sauce

“bare minimum taco” to “full fiesta taco-

past February. The heat of the chorizo was

were crying for something bright in flavour

town!” overnight, and it was as magical as

slow to hit but built well to balance the

and colour. Standard, white and soft, but

the first snowfall before the plows come.

sweetness from the cabbage. The slaw

filling and would do the trick for a late night

Thank you to all the restaurants for making

was ace, and the southwestern spice of the

after party snack.

February a lot more colourful.

accompanying chilli paired with basmati rice
was oxymoronically spicy, light and filling.
CHINCHED

ADELAIDE
“It flatters us with a confidence

BLUE ON WATER

“With one bite of the carnitas, tomorrow did

in our palate.”

“A serious sensual mouth feel.”

not exist, and all was one long, fluid now.”

No surprise here, this is a great taco. And the

This taco had lovely colour, with layered

It turns out you can make a silk purse from

only one in the challenge with real stand-out

yellow and purple veggies sandwiching a

a sow’s ear. Or at least a truly poetic taco

Food & Drink
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from one. With one bite of the carnitas,

the flour tortillas that were “soaked in

more with saucy

tomorrow did not exist, and all was one

roasted beet juice: lah-TI-dah!” Pride of

creations to fill out

long, fluid "now." Nirvana is sprinkled with

workmanship paired with humour and a

the flavour and

pickled carrots and strips of pig ear.

home-y sensibility. The hot sauce, on the

pretty up the plate. Unlike the other crispy

side, was top quality. The pork shoulder and

shelled tacos in the challenge this one was

ADELAIDE OYSTER BAR “This is an

FIXED

pickled slaw were cohesive and full flavoured

a dream to consume and date-ready due to

example of doing something simply simple

“The taste was as bright and complimentary

together. Each and every bean in the side

its exceptional structural integrity with a soft

and right. Good food doesn’t get in the way

as its colours.”

dish was perfectly cooked.

shell queso-glued over a hard shell.

of itself!” BERNARD STANLEY’S “Best

white, green and orange hues. The taste was

MERCHANT TAVERN

ST. JOHN’S FISH EXCHANGE

ON WATER “So yummy ! Very summery

as bright and complimentary as its colours.

"They stole the whole show.”

“Totally on theme for the townie element.”

with the variety of colours & soft warm

The sweet and sour tofu (or chicken), while

Merchant was playing for keeps. Like a

The challenge here was how to remove

not traditional taco fare, cleaved well to

J.M.W. Turner, they didn't just paint, they

them from their odd metal serving dish.

avocado! The crispy house made shell cracks

the taco ideal of small punches of flavour.

made the paint, and coined their own yellow

Once lifted, they offered up a bounty of

The mixed corn and flour soft shells were

(or in this case, salsa roja). And, like Turner,

non-hot but still surprisingly full bodied

chewy and perfectly sized. Excellent taco.

they stole the whole show with that dab of

flavour. The fresh, not deep fried, cod, with

Unimpeachable taco.

red. It was not coincidence that you could

a creamy slaw base, with pickled carrot,

taste the smoke in these, with a special

turnip and strips of salt meat toppers

HUNGRY HEART

in house 'charcoal pit' of stainless steel

created something neither wholly “taco”

with a duo, one’s better than the other. So

“One of the best meat elements of

inside the kitchen it is almost impossible

nor “jiggs dinner” but a satisfying space

much better I don’t even care. The fried cod

any of the tacos.”

not to make a Batman (or Jay and Silent

between. The pease pudding puree upped

one is just what the hangover ordered!”

The seasoning of the pork was one of the

Bob) nod to their “wonderful toys.” Pork

its local-nostalgia points. Totally on theme

CHINCHED BISTRO “Chinched can do no

best meat elements of any of the tacos. It

neck marinated in smokey red chilis and

for the townie element were the most

wrong, and did not here, taco was a nice

tasted of cinnamon and possibly nutmeg

a corn tortilla formulated from a blend of

faithfully reproduced Ziggy’s fries outside

addition to all our DELICIOUS small plates.

and some blend reminiscent of garam

Maize and Quebec sagamite to get the soft

of the actual Zig Rig and the peppermint

The shells were like, interesting, and super

masala, all of which made the pork sing. But

texture without relinquishing the ideals of

knob (or 'nan mint' as the waitress called it)

strong for a hard shell. 9/10 for structural

it deserved a bit more of the pickled onion

sustainable provenance. This was the finest

served at the end.

or some other straightener to lift it up. The

of Californian and Mexican tacos. The drink

integrity!” HUNGRY HEART “I have

sides were a thoughtful addition of optional

pairings would have been exquisite if that

TAVOLA

toppings but all were flavoured with the

didn't make them sound too precious. They

“Tender and delicious.”

same lime.

were better than exquisite. They were fun.

The short rib was tender and delicious.

We raise our Mecheladas and tip our hats to

Those may not be high end words but

you. You earned this.

sometimes you just gotta call a thing what

This was the prettiest of all with its pink,

MAGNUM AND STEINS

from the Public Poll

one of the 7 I managed to try so far!” BLUE

“The turtle beans and pineapple salsa

it is. Tender and delicious. Pickled shallots

make it well rounded.”

RELISH

Call us heathens but we would not have

“As Bubbles would say approvingly,

been able to call the coffee and chipotle

“GREAAAASY".

notes in the pulled pork without a cheat

As Bubbles would say approvingly,

sheet. But the more pedestrian, “flavourful”

“GREAAAASY". Straight up 70's bay-kid

was obvious. Perhaps our taste buds were

taco-kit standard: ground beef, plus BLT

blurred by Felicity’s favourite Oregon pinot

wearing a hard shell. The guacamole would

that they happily had in stock, but that is

need to make a case for how it had fallen so

a first world problem we are pleased to

far from its original avocado, but if you like

have. The wine bar in itself makes this

your meat and potatoes you might enjoy

a “glamour taco”; the turtle beans, and

your meat in this hard shell.

pineapple salsa make it well rounded.
SOCIAL HOUSE

gave this some zing, but it is another taco
that could have used a little more heat and a
little less flour tortilla.

when you bite in, making the fresh juicy
salmon, tomato, cilantro mix together and
run everywhere. By far the best taco I've
had in Newfoundland!” CELTIC HEARTH
/ BRIDE MOLLOY’S “As you’d expect

honestly had these great tacos five times
now!” MAGNUM & STEINS “Meaty, smoky,
and sweet. Delicious! Also ordered their fish
taco as contrast which was amazeballs.”
MALLARD COTTAGE “Such purple, many
yums, wow good.” MERCHANT TAVERN
“I hope people realize the thought gone
into this: adds to its enjoyment. They had a
friggen charcoal grill just for the challenge!”
RELISH “Good taco, nice spice from the

YELLOWBELLY

beef. Lots of bacon.” THE SOCIAL HOUSE

“The yin and yang combo covered

(NOW “THE FIFTH TICKET”) “Whatever

a lot of ground.”

they did and then stuffed into this hardshell/

The yin and yang combo on shells both

softshell combo was a delight! I know its

soft AND crisp covered a lot of ground.

not in the description, but I swear there was

The “turf” short rib was dense and tender.

housemade bacon in mine!” ST. JOHN’S

The bluebry cheese, braised cabbage, and

FISH EXCHANGE “They’re amazing. It’s like

berry notes made it a "Christmas dinner"

a full meal deal of mudder’s homemade jigs

taco. It's “surf” partner was kin to an event

in a taco shell of deliciousness!” TAVOLA “I
came for the tacos as a first timer in Tavola.

MALLARD COTTAGE

(NOW THE FIFTH TICKET)

“Mallard never lets you down.

“A dream to consume and date-ready due

appetizer. The wasabi soy ginger aioli’s

It is never too flashy, but still intricate

to its exceptional structural integrity.”

flavours alchemically recreated a great

I shall indeed return! Good menu, food,

and made with care.”

This taco is to the Relish entry what Barbie

miso sauce. But the wasabi was all bark

atmosphere!” YELLLOWBELLY "Variety is

It may just be confirmation bias, but Mallard

is to Skipper. Same basic idea, but now all

and no bite. Together they read like a high

the spice of life, and these both tasted too

never lets you down. It is never too flashy,

"grown up.” Similar greasy drippings, but

end corporate convention meal… but as

this time in the form of poblano-chili bison

tacos. High quality, nice looking and tasting

good to pick the winner.”

but still intricate and made with care, or, as
the waiter jokingly put it when describing

vs ground beef, and dressed up a little

but lacking some soul.
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Local Plonks
Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
PODERE MONTEPULCIANO
D'ABRUZZO
Find it in the Italy Section

VILLA BIANCHI VERDICCHIO
Find it in the Italy Section
$14.78

$14.78
The white wine in this part of the Umami

Brandon
Francis

Behind the Man
Behind the Bar at
Merchant Tavern
BY EMILY DEMING

People here do not tend
to hire based on résumé.
Passion and the simple
gumption of asking for what
you want have launched
careers in both business
and in the arts, in this still
somewhat isolated city.
This nurtures both amateurism and inspiration.
Sometimes together, sometimes for better,
sometimes not. Since opening last June, The
Merchant Tavern has avoided amateurism while
choreographing space for the freshness of
individual inspiration into a well rehearsed and
complexly staffed operation. One particularly
fresh spot is the well behind the bar.
Brandon Francis, Merchant’s newest bar lead,
had a background in advertising. He moved
back to NL from the mainland with Don Draper
dreams and an internship at Target Marketing
(them of the deservedly touted, and occasionally
spoofed, sunny NL tourism ads).

When the internship ended, he decided to
stay in St John’s but left marketing for the
restaurant industry, aka “dishwashing.” Dishes
led to bussing led to bartending, back and
forth between downtown staples YellowBelly
and O’Reilly’s. Soon he was managing the
Underbelly (the self proclaimed “speakeasy”
with a focus on classic cocktails beneath the
YellowBelly’s brewery and main restaurant).

Umani Ronchi is an big Italian outfit

Ronchi range is the Villa Bianchi. It’s

producing wines in the less than famous

100% Verdicchio dei Castellie di Jesi, in

Marche and Abruzzo regions of Italy. They

this instance actually grown best around

are a reliable maker at all price points.

the commune of Jesi. This is more of a

Their Podere is a bargain Montepuliciano

success than the red, it’s got the zip and

d’Abruzzo, (as much fun to say as to drink).

crispness (there has been no malolactic

In the cranky way of many things Italian

fermentation so there is no “butteriness”)

and vinous the Montepulciano grape is

and the slight almond note you want

indigenous to the peninsula and grown

from this grape variety. It’s dangerously

widely, but not around the village after

slaking and

When Merchant opened across the street
he was sitting at the bar, an enthusiastic
customer, opening night. He went again that
Saturday and was working there the next
Tuesday. Six months later he was adding “Sea
Buckthorn Sour” to the menu. Francis sums
this up, “a year and a half ago I was drinking
bud light. Everything escalated really quickly
and now I’m a snob. I’m a lifer. I’ve never been
more comfortable.”

which it is named. It’s warm in Abruzzo

while it could

and wines from the region can be raisiny.

easily play

Not so with the Podere, care has been

the “cheap

taken to keep this wine light and relatively

and cheerful

fresh. In the process, some character

white” role at

might have been lost: it’s perfectly

the reception

drinkable but not terribly interesting. That’s

it really

fine, the great majority of people don’t

enhances a

fancy “difficulty” or “complexity” in things.

meal of fish.

This makes the Podere an excellent choice

More wine

This mash-up of careful consideration and
confidence in gut decisions makes the daily
menu. Francis, along with the general manager,
tasted the locally produced Third Place Tonic
on a Sunday and had new menus printed by
Tuesday, with tinned tonic no longer offered at
all. But they do not deify change for change’s
sake. Francis acknowledges that when he
became lead “the hard work was done.” There
was already a solid menu in place, featuring
the very popular “Eastsider,” archetypal of their
modern aesthetic. Modern in both senses:
honouring the clean aesthetic and stiff backbone
of vintage modern, while allowing a fluid
currency of trends. In a way, Francis has gotten
to play out the “Mad Men” fantasy after all.

for a reception red, it won’t offend those

than you are

odious wine snobs and everyone else will

paying for

be perfectly happy. Good fit with a simple

here.

because, well, the customers won’t stop
drinking it. Though the amount of lime was
“tweaked” to enhance the “psychology of the
cocktail,” Francis explained. “There is a certain
amount of lime that will just dry out your
tongue enough” to crave and then cherish the
next sip, hitting that sweet spot in the sour.

cocktail based on each customer,” Francis’
short term seasonal goals of a spring
beet and plum brandy cocktail, visions of
Laiphroaig marmalade, and his earnest joy in
learning his craft should bring plenty of willing
guinea pigs to the large and bustling bar at the

Conceived as a summer drink, the Eastsider
remained on the menu through winter

Though his ideal bar would seat just 8 across
and be slow enough to “create an individual

Check out Francis’ instagram account
where he posts his miscibles: NL_cocktails

pasta dish on a Tuesday night. Worth the
modest price of admission.

core of The Merchant Tavern.
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Mallard Cottage
Launches
a Writer in
Residence
Program with
Our Very Own
Emily Deming
Emily Deming has been The
Overcast’s primary food
writer since we started
this paper. Lately, she’s
been wielding her pen in
the direction of fiction:
a discipline she’ll now be
tackling from tables of one
of the country’s top-ranked
restaurants.
For those unfamiliar, a Writer in
Residence is a mutually beneficial gig
where a writer is given space and time
to write, and paid in some fashion, in
exchange for adding some culture to a
place by offering things like workshops,
readings, and being approachable to other
writers in the community who want some
advice or edits on their own work. “Like
most good things in my life,” Emily says,
“this residency started as an off-the-cuff
joke. Every time I ate at Mallard Cottage
I would say, ‘my dream job is Writer in
Residence at Mallard Cottage.’”
Eventually, she suggested it, and co-owner
Stephen Lee was interested, but, they
were both left wondering how it should
work. Emily “wrote to a large international
group of food writers online,” only to find
out a WiR at a restaurant was entirely
unprecedented.

MARCH 2016

of a writer creating
something in our
space that is not food
or beverage related.
Mallard Cottage is one of
the oldest structures in the province, and
the idea that it could help inspire a series of
writings just felt like a great idea. Emily's
a good soul and super creative, so it’s
exciting to have her around the restaurant,
and I am thrilled to help create a program
that could benefit writers in the future, and
add to the experience of our guests.”
“For now,” Emily says, “We are keeping
it simple, with a lot of room to discover
what this is and what it might become. I
get space to write, undisturbed by internet,
phone, home, or family, while working in
a beautiful building. I write for a few hours
each Tuesday-Thursday morning, when just
the staff are in, prepping for the day.”
Friday mornings, from 10:30-noon, she
is available for chats with “other writers/
artists, customers, media, your kid.
Anything. Come by and eat cake and game
meat with me!”

“I also have access to kitchen staff and to
watch how things run through the week
which is great fodder for my freelance
work. I have already been getting inquiries
from all over North America from people
looking to either write about this program,
or asking me to write about Mallard
Cottage from this close perspective.”
As for what she’s working on Tuesdays
through Thursdays, it’s a “sort of fiction”
project. “I am writing a fictional version of
real horror.” At the end of her residency in
Mid-April, Emily will give a reading of some
of the work she produced, during one of
Mallard’s lively Sunday afternoons.

For years now, The
Sprout’s former owner
Julia Bloomquist has let
The Sprout’s building be
an incubator for start-up
restaurants like Mohamad
Ali’s, Holy Grail Donuts, and
POYO, by offering them her
space during times when her
restaurant was closed for
business (late nights, etc).

not offered us the opportunity, and for that we

But in early 2016, news broke she’d be selling

to bring the Sprout a slightly different, less

The Sprout to the latest startup she was

“It’s funny,” she jokes, “I just wrote about
this city’s habit of rewarding those who go
ahead and ask for what they want, and it
turns out I was writing about myself.”

are, of course, very grateful.”
As fate would have it, Julia was looking to
move on from The Sprout, just as POYO’s
Elizabeth and Greg were looking to sink their
teeth into running Poyo. “Taking over The
Sprout was nearly as sudden for us as it was
for everyone who first heard about it!”
“The whole thing moved very quickly, and
for now we are just trying to keep up, and to
tighten up ordering and maintenance, and
other not-so-interesting things like that.
But there is plenty of fun to come! We hope
static menu this spring/summer and get

housing: POYO.

The Sprout's wonderful, creative staff more

POYO, run by Elizabeth Mysyk and Greg Dunn,

potential.”

involved in tapping into The Sprout's full

back in the summer of 2015. They happen to
be vegetarian too, and sling tacos, burritos,
and enchiladas that substitute meat for refried
beans or TVP “ground beef.”Late at night on
the weekends, the lineup to get in can be out
the door. The Sprout's popular open mic night
on Thursdays, and POYO's taco service at the
same time have also worked well alongside
each other.

with the same solid townie-favourite menu
separate, more or less, which is a wise
2-spaces-for-the-price-of-1 move.

Sprout's own goods, maybe some POYO
hot sauce and taco spice, and more items
independently produced by our staff (like Meg
Harnum’s colouring books). The Sprout and
Poyo will continue to have different menus,
but we will be looking at putting a little POYO
into the new Sprout menu, and maybe even
offering the ever-popular Sprout pad thai

Lots of ideas are being bounced around,

building, they purchased The Sprout as is,
and all. They intend to still keep the two

“We would like to start selling more of The

during POYO service.

To be clear, POYO didn’t just purchase the

“some wilder than others,” and Elizabeth
stresses that she and Greg owe much, “not
only to Jules, but to The Sprout staff for
being stoked instead of skeptical during this
transition, and to Tim Knight and
Chelsea Spencer for their

“The whole thing happened pretty

indispensable help with

organically,” says Elizabeth. “We

POYO, and of course

opened Poyo in July to get out of our
dead-end jobs, and start creating
something of our own where we
could feel good about the work

“I was intrigued,” Stephen says, “and it
turned out my ignorance of the idea was
because it is one that Emily dreamed
up herself. I was attracted to the idea
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Poyo Owners Have Purchased
The Sprout, And Here’s What
They Plan on Doing...

got started as a late night pop-up taco spot
For the inaugural go at Mallard WiR
Program, she gets what every writer’s
idle hand needs: “coffee/tea and a slice
of cake when I'm writing, one cocktail at
the end of Friday’s shift (I put that part in
writing) and a stipend.”

/ THE OVERCAST /

we were doing and the product we
were serving. We would never have
been able to do that if Jules had

We hope to bring
the Sprout a slightly
different, less static
menu this spring/
summer

to our families (Ruby,
Wayne, Deb, and
Kim) who helped us
in all kinds of ways
with our crazy new
venture(s).”
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Worth Your Dime
For comprehensive event listings
or to add your own events: theovercast.ca/events

SPECIAL ONE NIGHT SCREENING
OF “THE MAN OF A THOUSAND SONGS”

LAWNYA VAWNYA PRESENTS:
A NEWFOUNDLAND STYLE WEDDING DANCE!

MARCH 22, 7PM @ LSPU HALL

MARCH 19TH, 10:30PM @ THE STATION LOUNGE

The Man of a Thousand songs is a 90-minute documentary meant to explore the light and dark
sides of Ron Hynes, and the trailer looks amazing. “I think the light side is Ron,” Ron says, “and
I think the dark side is that guy that he’s gotta go out and be every time that he shows up on a
stage somewhere; that guy that kinda took over his life.” He tells the camera things he’s told no
one, and you can hear it all on March 22nd, mere months after his untimely passing, and upon
the recent release of what will be his last album. Hynes left behind a legacy of stirring songs
that paved the way for many musicians to come after him. While he is best known as “the man
of a thousand songs” for his output, perhaps the better claim to fame is this: Ron Hynes is
credited as the first songwriter in the province to release an album of exclusively original songs.
That album was Discovery, released in 1972, when he was in his early 20s. To quote his nephew
Joel Thomas Hynes, from the film itself, “Whether or not you know he’s a songwriter, he still
has this presence that you know he’s something” making him an engaging subject for this
feature length doc. The press release reads, “legendary Canadian singer-songwriter Ron Hynes
takes possession of the camera and embarks on a darkly humorous, profound, and engaging
journey of self exploration. The Man of a Thousand Songs is an emotional, intimate, and tender
documentary.” Get your tickets quickly at the LSPU Hall. $9-12.

Lawnya Vawnya has won “Best Music Festival on the Avalon” in both of The Overcast’s Best of St.
John’s issues, and their fundraisers are always as fun as their festivals. Ask around: Fake Prom
is always one of the funnest nights of the year in St. John’s. This March they’re introducing a new
fundraiser: The Newfoundland Style Wedding. “Lawnya Vawnya is an old NL expression that means
to have a good time at a dance or a party with plenty to eat. So that’s just what we’re going to do!,”
they say on the Facebook event page. “Join us at The Station Lounge ‘where good friends meet
under the overpass’ for a rip roaring good old fashioned Newfoundland style wedding dance. We’ve
got a HOT star-studded band lined up to bring you ALL the legion dance classics through the night.
We’ll have the always popular vienna sausage + cheese + pickled onion hors d'oeuvres, wedding
favours, and Triffle to keep your dance floor energy up. We'll be marrying the best dressed wedding
characters throughout the night so come dressed as your favorite character (bride, bridesmaid,
best maid, groom, best man, grooms people, parents of the bride, the aunt or uncle who will not
stop dancing all night no matter what, the dj, the ring bearer, the flower girl, the nan, the pop, the
marriage commissioner etc, etc)! Or just come as you are! Like all good wedding dances, the more
the MARRIEDER (heh heh heh).” Cover is a mere $10, and doors open 10 pm, with “snacks till we
run out, and wedding ceremonies happening throughout the night!”

PLAY: BONNIE & CLYDE ADAPTED
FOR THE THEATRE

CLUB SENSATION INTERNET
DAUGHTER COMING
TO ST. JOHN’S

MARCH 17TH-19TH @ LSPU HALL
Toronto’s Echo Productions wrote, devised, and choreographed Bonnie & Clyde in-house, and
it went on to become one of their most successful shows to date. But Artistic Director Victoria
Fuller has always wanted to bring her art home to Newfoundland, and so she is, this March.
Victoria grew up performing in and around St. John's, but moved to Toronto to pursue theatre at
the Randolph Academy for the Performing Arts. Her company's mandate is to create a brand of
theatre that would be accessible to Canadian youth, a demographic that is largely disenfranchised
with live theatre as a viable artistic medium. By using commercially popular stories that anyone
can connect with, Echo uses a combination of contemporary dance, music, and straight theatre
to hit the audience with something they did not expect and leave them with a new appreciation
for the raw power and energy that only live performance can produce. And while the company is
based in Toronto, the cast of 13 features 5 performers who are born-and-bred Newfoundlanders,
with Nicole Power (as Bonnie Parker), Ruth Lawrence (as Cumie Barrow), Robyn Noftall (as The
Law), Anthony Fushell (as Raymond Hamilton), and Lauren Davis (as Billie Jean Parker) rounding
out the talent. The plot: “Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker’s crime-spree captured the eyes and
hearts of a nation and firmly established them as the American media’s first true celebrity power
couple. However, their lives have been so sensationalized in popular culture over the eighty years
since their deaths that it is sometimes difficult to remember that these were two real people who
led real, desperate, and tragically short lives.” Tickets are $19-25.

MARCH 4TH @ VELVET CLUB & LOUNGE
Local popsicle enthusiasts and party
promoters Yung Dumb are throwing an event on
Friday, March 4th at Velvet Club & Lounge, and the
headliner is Internet Daughter, aka Sophia Switzer,
a major up and comer in Toronto club music, and
member of the eclectic Bedroomer record label,
notorious for their parties in unconventional
spaces. Also, for anyone wondering, the name Internet Daughter seemingly comes from
her affinity for those funny images you see on Facebook that usually involve an animal
dressed like a human. More importantly, Sophia pulls no punches with her sets, and feeds
the dance floor a relentless serving of unadulterated trap (a southern style of hip-hop
focusing on heavy sub bass), feel-good wobbly house music, and an array of jolting dance
tracks that are reminiscent of what you’d imagine a warehouse party in the early 90s might
have sounded like. “I also want to note,” says Yung Dumb’s Adam Harding, “that Internet
Daughter was booked to headline the show based on her ability to magically charm an
entire dance floor into having a lot of fun through her uncanny bass-littered song selection,
not because a journalist with Vice Magazine said she has nice hair.” Tickets are $12.

PHOTO: MARIA GOVEA
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Hard Ticket’s
Debut Launches
March 5th at
The Ship
BY WENDY ROSE

Cabbages
and Kings
Becoming
Kings of Local
Hard Rock
BY LUKAS WALL

With a new album, a hefty
grant from MusicNL, and an
ECMA nomination within a
few months, Cabbages and
Kings are staking their claim
as the local kings of hard rock.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/CABBAGESANDKINGSBAND

The trio of bassist and vocalist Michael
Kirby, guitarist Joshua Noble, and drummer
Brandon Hopkins first began playing together
in 2013 and found instant chemistry. Kirby
had been writing and recording songs
without a group to play them, but when
Noble and Hopkins joined him, he knew he
was on to something.
“The first time we all stood in the same room
and jammed, we all knew. We knew this was
the band going forward,” Kirby says. “Every
musician worries and struggles going about
finding a place in music. It was a good feeling
to have direction.”
Despite ranging musical tastes, the band
found common ground with their own
brand of energetic rock and recorded their
self-titled debut record together before ever
performing live. The group quickly developed
a following in St. John’s, but about a year
ago, they made a move to Norris Arm, where
the band recorded their latest album, Vale,

in their home studio. “We had been talking
about getting out of the city for a while
when the opportunity for me to buy my
grandparents’ old homestead came up,” says
Kirby. “It was like jumping into the lion’s den.
We all uprooted our lives and made a move
to central Newfoundland. When I look back
now, I realize it had to be this way.”
The band say they put the anxiety and
frustration of moving into the new record,
and Kirby says that the change gave Vale
an extra edge. Their music isn’t the only
thing with an edge though. Cabbages and
Kings say their name comes from a Lewis
Carroll poem and represents a sort of
counterculture ideal for them, exposing the
disparity between good and bad, rich and
poor. “It’s not that we’re a political band
or anything, but we think there is a lot of
context in our name,” says Kirby.
Political or not, the band has found success
under the Cabbages and Kings name.
They’ve become a regular act on St. John’s
stages and will soon be taking their music
to Trinidad where they will get to collaborate
with a Trinidadian group and shoot a
number of videos as part of the Club One
International series.
The band has also received a substantial
MusicNL grant and an ECMA nom for Loud
Album of the Year, but they aren’t resting on
their laurels. “It does feel great to get a bit of
recognition for the work we’ve been putting
into this, but at the same time we know we
need to keep pushing,” Kirby says. “We see
this as fuel for the fire and we keep asking
ourselves what the next step is.”
The next step looks to be the trip to Trinidad,
an appearance at this year’s ECMAs, and a
tour through eastern Canada in April. For
more info on the band, visit cabbages.ca.

It’s quite a marvel that Hard
Ticket even exists – Jonny
Cowabunga, Mopey Dyke,
Nicole Squires, and Meg
“Scrambled Meggz” Harnum
seem to barely take a break
between band practices
with their many projects
like Bad Plan, Jonny and the
Cowabungas, Second Base,
Pap Pap and The Mudflowers.
Despite the many musical commitments, plus
the typical sleep-eat-work-rinse and repeat
cycle, Hard Ticket perseveres.“We just make
time,” Squires said with a laugh. “We have a
set day to jam, so that makes it easier,” she
explained. “9-12 every Sunday,” Dyke added.
“After the first three or four jams, we had an
album and we were a band.”
As for the band’s birth, Dyke took
responsibility. “I guess it was me. I started
writing songs when I first moved out. Initially
they were all sad, folky bullshit. Nothing
wrong with folk – it’s just not my thing,” he
laughed. “Eventually, I turned it into a more
simplistic thing. I didn’t want to make it too
complicated … I don’t really play guitar. I
just learned bar chords and that’s how it
started,” Dyke said. “I was talking
to Jonny about starting a
band,” he explained. “I
knew I wanted Nicole
on bass but I had no
idea who to get for
a drummer. Meggz
just fell from the
sky, a total drunk
angel.”
The last time Hard Ticket
spoke to The Overcast was
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in December 2015, when the band released
their first single, Buy My Bed. At the time,
Dyke described the band as “rock-pop.”
Revisiting the genre-defining question,
Squires and Dyke exchanged glances and
sighs before answering. “Jangle pop?” Dyke
asked uncertainly. “Jonny makes it jangly,”
Squires interjected. “It’s a garage, pop-rock
sort of thing.” To give virgin ears an idea of
the eargasm they’re in for, Hard Ticket noted
that they draw from bands such as NYC
rockers The Babies and “sunny-pop” sister
duo Bleached, just to name a couple of Dyke’s
main influences.
Hard Ticket played their first show at a Smash
Patriarchy: An Action Team (SPAAT) show on
October 6, 2015 at the Levee. “That was such
a good first show, because everyone was just
so stoked to be there. People kept coming up
to say that it was ‘so much fun.’ That’s what
I hear the most, that it was ‘fun,’” Dyke said.
“It makes my heart swell every time when
someone new, someone I’ve never talked to
before, says ‘That was a great set! Your vocals
were great!’” Squires added. “I’m just starting
to learn how to sing and play at the same
time, so when somebody says that, it’s like,
‘Aaaah! It’s working!’”
For anyone who hasn’t had the chance to take
in a Hard Ticket show or for all of you ex-pats
on the mainland, don’t fret. Hard Ticket’s
debut album Tuff Cookie, recorded by Jake
Nicoll, will be digitally released on March 5.
Hard copies, likely in cassette form, are in the
works, the band said.
The music, like the band name, is a taste
of the talent oozing out of the motherland.
“Hard Ticket was something that my uncle
used to always call me when I was a kid.
It’s kind of endearing – to me at least. Some
people may find it offensive,” Dyke said with
a laugh. “I just liked it. And then I wanted
to name the album Tuff Cookie.
Hard Ticket, Tuff Cookie. It
goes together well.”
For all you hard
tickets out there,
you’ve got just under
a month to steal
some milk for your
Tuff Cookies. Check out
Hard Ticket at hardticket.
bandcamp.com/releases.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/HARD-TICKET
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Eastern Owl: Newfoundland’s
Seminal All-Women,
All-Nations Drum Group
BY JOANNA BARKER

Four years ago, a group
of women began meeting
at the St. John’s Native
Friendship Centre for a
women’s drum group.
With time, an unexpected fellowship
formed amongst some of the women.
And so what started as a personal journey
amongst some friends has grown in
to a project with a broader mission to
bring change and awareness amongst
indigenous and non-indigenous circles,
while celebrating the music and culture of
the Mi’kmaq people.
Today, they call themselves Eastern Owl
and are recognized as Newfoundland’s
seminal all-women all-nations drum
group who perform a mix of traditional and
contemporary First Nations music.
I spoke with group members Jenelle
Duval and Danielle Benoit. “We wanted
to be a strong voice in our community
and speak up for our Nation,” says Duval
and Benoit. “We also wanted to educate
our community, show them the beauty
of our culture and break down some of
the stereotypes people have regarding
First Nations people. It is so important to
share our traditional music because it was
something that was repressed for so long.”
Group members have come and gone over
the years, but in keeping with traditional
First Nations teachings there have
always been seven drum carriers in the
band representing the seven directions.
Currently, Eastern Owl consists of Stacey
Howse, Rebecca Sharr, Danielle Benoit,
Jenelle Duval, Natasha Blackwood, Kayla
Stride and Jaime O’Leary.

Eastern Owl is an all-nations ensemble
-- they consist of indigenous and
non-indigenous women. The idea of
all-nations is another traditional First
Nations teaching that encourages equal
and inclusive spaces for all people who
approach Indigenous heritage with
respect.
It’s been a busy few years for Eastern
Owl. They’ve been invited as guests and
performers at community events in
St. John’s and across the province and
recently they travelled to Goose Bay as
featured performers at ArtsNL’s, Light The
Fire Symposium.
I asked Jenelle and Danielle to tell us
about what it means to be a drum carrier.
“The drums and songs we carry are not
just a form of entertainment. First Nations
music is used as prayer and a source of
healing. When we gather in drum circles
or we are in public and singing for people,
our drum represents the heartbeat of our
Nation, it represents our purpose. The
drum we carry is alive, it has a spirit and
as we grow as individuals, our relationship
with our drum also grows.”
“We love singing for people and we love
sharing our culture... As women, we lift
each other up and bring out the best in one
another...I think we all inspire each other.”
Eastern Owl is working towards recording
their debut album. You can keep up to date
on progress towards the record, as well as
their upcoming events, by following them
on Facebook and Twitter. “Our relationship
with our drums strengthen our character
and helps guide us on our journey. When
Eastern Owl sings, we sing for the health of
our Nation, so that we can begin to heal.”

A Labour
of Love

Sonny Tripp’s
Work Just
Works
BY BRAD PRETTY

I'll admit, I've known the
Sonny Tripp guys virtually
since I started playing music.
We were a few towns apart
and, musically, had begun
in different worlds; myself
in a rough-and-tumble posthardcore band that idolized
Rage Against the Machine
and At the Drive-In, and
Ryan (along with Andre
Marshall) in an alt-rock
outfit that echoed Pearl Jam
and everything 90's.
Further down the road were the Carbonear
bands and b'ys, including Andrew (Dicky)
Strickland and Chris Donnelly. With a scene
of roughly 6-7 active bands at any given
time, we filled Lion's Clubs and Legions
every other weekend in every nook and
cranny up and down the Trinity Bay shore,
with busloads of kids with emo flips or plaid
shirts surreptitiously getting tipsy in the
woods outside. We were a cohesive group,
constructive and supportive of one another as
we honed our skills and found our voices. But
it was those guys that always stood out, and
ten years removed from the bay heyday it's
more evident than ever.
Work is a glimpse into the realization of
that promise. Taylor, a teacher by trade, has
traversed the country for work on numerous
occasions, but always kept a musical yearning
in a carry-on bag. The output has been prolific;
This is their fourth full length album, and
that's besides the numerous EPs that were

collected as last year's 2-disc “Nothing Left
Behind.” To be sure, there are few local acts
that rival the sheer recording prowess of
Sonny Tripp. It has manifested in a multitude
of St. John's houses and apartments,
and even captured in the music room of a
Saskatchewan school.
“Work” emerges from Alberta, with Taylor
putting the finishing touches on tracks laid
down before his latest exodus. While earlier
Sonny Tripp was a vehicle for Taylor's songs,
“Work”, like its predecessor “Zoo” is an
obvious collaborative effort. The arrangement
of the title track, which starts the album,
gives everyone their own melodic space in a
masterful way. It begins quaint and catchy,
modeled after early Death Cab, and then
bursts into a hyper singalong.
Where Taylor's pop inclinations leave off,
they are immediately contrasted by the more
eerie and dissonant songwriting habits of
Strickland. He offers the first reprieve with a
pair of standout tracks that colour the album
in a drastically different way than Taylor's.
“The Reluctant Disclosure” and “All Of Those
Summers” add a measured quirkiness to the
whole affair. But Taylor's own range is not to
be discounted. Capping the album off with the
sublime, slide guitar laden “Feels Like Home”
and the appropriately titled, rousing little ditty
“Ending” only further exemplifies how far
Sonny Tripp can stretch.
Also worthy of a mention is Taylor's
production. The album feels and sounds whole,
but contained within are thunderous fuzzes
and bright acoustics. Subtle harmonies abound
throughout every song, offering a subdued
layer that most bands take for granted. Taylor
has done this for a long time, and the album
rubs off warmly, with an unparalleled attention
to detail. “Work” is worthy of a listen, or in my
case, many. It's not too far removed from those
demos of yesteryear I still have. The same
sensibilities have just been harnessed into
creating something grander. It's four friends
who have been playing together for years on
end, who's musical chemistry is surpassed
only by their personal chemistry. The title is
exceedingly ironic;
this is most
certainly a
labour of love.
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Jen King Comes into Her Own
on the New Family Video
Album, Places to Sleep
BY CHAD PELLEY

Family Video, a project of
Jen King, has released four
albums now, and this is her
third since March of 2014.

primary songwriter, and the new batch of
songs have some great per-track guests in
bandmates like Noah Bender, Aaron Powell,
and Jake Nicoll, who all add the right touches
without overwhelming or getting in the way of
the core of the song. “Aaron in the Basement,”

It’s also her best album yet, and is the perfect
soundtrack for a lazy winter Sunday on your
couch. If you own a heart and have ever loved
someone, this album will find its way into

other on Places to Sleep.
There’s something in the timbre of Jen’s voice

On Places to Sleep, King has traded in the

Video song, and amps up the melancholia in

for a calmer and more consistent sound
that still channels her melancholic vibe
wonderfully well. Better, in fact, than ever.
There’s no rockers per se, like “Last Night She
Said” and “Sitting in My Room” on this new

...and submitted them AFTER this issue
came out, so we couldn’t dig into them
in time for this issue.

most, and how well they all understand each

your core.

variety of sounds found on previous albums

Congrats to the
100+ locals who
made an RPM album
this month...

a standout track, shows off the band the

album. Instead it’s a string of affecting slower
songs, but they avoid being sleepy; the only
acoustic track is a revisited version of “Winter
Shadow” as a closer, and there are plenty of
great bridges and breakdowns and outros that

that adds urgency to the feel of a Family
lines like “could you be my winter coat when
I need someone to hang around me?,” or in
sentiments as simple as “Nights just go so
slow when you're in an empty bed.”
The consistency in concept and lyrical themes
on Places to Sleep build a narrative capturing
the throb of being young and in love with life
getting in the way. Lyrically, the album is
desire and devotion in equal measure. Take
a line as simple in its poignancy as “I wanna

are nothing short of rock and roll.

watch your hair grow.”

The guitar work defines the album: King has

Overall, this is the best album to date from

a unique and fluid approach to the guitar that
has created a sound recognizably “Family
Video.” It’s quite unlike anyone else’s playing
in town, and using an electric guitar instead

one of St. John’s most distinct bands. Add
“Winter Shadow,” “The Attic,” “Aaron in the
Basement,” and “Find You” to your next
playlist for sure.

of an acoustic further defines her sound – the
guitar tones add additional ache to the pining
in the words and the pierce of her vocals. The
more refined and subdued sound on Places
to Sleep is clearly a sweet spot of a comfort
zone for King’s songwriting and singing. They

VISIT THEOVERCAST.CA ALL MARCH LONG:
WE’LL ROUND UP 5 RPM 2016 STANDOUTS
EVERY MONDAY AFTERNOON!

display in the first few Family Video offerings.
While her first albums were good with some
great songs, this new one is great through
and through. There’s added confidence and
craftsmanship taking hold of the band’s

PHOTO: NOAH BENDER

both shine here, and amplify the mood on
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BOTANICA
GREENS

15% OFF
UNTIL
MARCH
31

Botanica Greens are made from organic
Canadian cold climate oat, barley, and
wheatgrass tips, fresh harvested and
dehydrated for maximum potency. Our
superfood blends contain both land and
sea greens, with no added fillers to ensure
maximum concentration and potency. The
result is a great-tasting formula that helps
cleanse, alkalinize, and energize.

Seedlings
is located at 655
Topsail Road

Seedlings

Where
Babies
Learn to
Play. Like,
Actually
Play.

16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

nights seemed easier

The Jaml’s

babies to smell, pans of warm and cold water

with the familiar cast of

second child,

for them to splash their hands in, a colourful

Jude was born in St.John’s…just 364 days

parachute that the grownups fly above the

after his big sister Laila. The growing family

babies and small percussion instruments

was busy getting resettled and Jaml says

that they can use with a little help. “We try to

life was hectic. “As a mom, you’re so busy.

focus a lot of the elements of learning through

We have a million things to do and we wear

sensory experiences,” says Jaml, “anything

a million hats. It can be really overwhelming.

from visual stimulation to the feelings. We try

We are constantly wondering if we are

to stimulate the five senses.”

Friends bickering in the
background.
Every visitor had their own magic light box
and everywhere the baby turned, there was
an iPhone in his face snapping pics of his
every move. Like his parents, screens became
familiar and every time he entered a new
space, he scanned the room until he found
the magic box. Let’s face it, it’s pretty hard to
totally eliminate screens. So, I set out for a

doing the best. I was one of those moms,
worrying if I was playing with them enough.”

Seedlings has been opened in St.John’s for

That’s when she decided to open a childhood

two years and Jaml has added another little

development centre.

seedling to her own clan. Baby Rami is just a
few months old. With three kids now under

solution and that’s when I found Seedlings.

With help from local singer and actor, Claire

the age of three, Jaml still finds time to run a

Rouleau, Jaml designed a program where

business and help out in the community. She’s

There’s a little studio in a strip mall on Topsail

babies learn through music and play. When

developing a program for the Syrian refugee

Road where babies learn to play. Like, actually

Ms. Claire and Ms.Roxanne start singing,

kids who now call Newfoundland their home.

play. They learn to use their senses without

the crybabies are silenced…it’s like magic.

“We wondered how we could give back because

Fresh out of the womb,

technology and it is delightfully refreshing.

And these gals are more than magicians

we are so closely tied to the cause,” says Jaml

my son was hypnotized by

with pretty voices…they both have formal

who has family still living in Syria. “It will be a

Seedlings is the brain child of Roxanne Jaml.

educations in child and youth development.

heavy focus on language development

BY AMY STOODLEY

the entrancing screen. We
tried to keep monitors to
a minimum but sleepless

as well as sensory development so,

After teaching primary school in the Middle
East for three years, Jaml moved home to

It’s a simple place. The centre isn’t cluttered

that’s something that’s

Newfoundland with her Syrian husband Tarek,

with busy toys. There are jars filled with

up and coming in the

their baby Laila and another baby on the way.

lemon, cinnamon, and maple extracts for the

next couple of months.”
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New bar Taking Over
SPRING OPEN! Velvet’s Space Will Play
into The City’s “CommunityOriented Music Scene”
Adam Harding, Denver Drake, and Adam

30 DAY CHALLENGE
starts March 14

Martin – three familiar names in the local music
scene – are acquiring Velvet Lounge (just down
from The Duke of Duckworth), and making the place
over into a new music venue, with “new lights,
new sound, new name, new staff. A total overhaul.”

NEW TO NOVA? TRY 30 DAYS FOR $30!

It’s going to be called Factory. In addition to offering up the uniqueness of the bar’s two-storey
space, raised stage, and ample dancefloor, Harding says the trio want to use the space to
“produce shows across a multi-genre spectrum, and maintain a level of quality. Without making
that sound too much like a fast food restaurant, we just think a Factory produces a product that

125 Long's Hill / novayogaonline.com / 743.8303

maintains a level of consistency. The name seems to make sense in some way.”
Harding says the trio are after a responsive, well-curated venue. “We just want to run a space
where we can adapt to the overall aesthetic that makes sense for any given show. We don't want
it to be offputting if there's a punk show on a Friday, and a dance party on a Saturday. St. John's
has always had a very community-oriented music scene historically, so we feel like we want to
bring that open format venue back to the city.”
When the bar’s not open, they plan to rent Factory out as a jam space, “and hopefully facilitate an
all ages scene again as well.” Something the city has strangely more or less gone without since
the all ages hey day of the 90’s and early 2000s at now defunct legendary bars like The Edge,
Junctions, and Calio’s.
Denver says he and the two Adams already have plenty of experience working together, and
skillsets to draw on, so partnering up to launch Factory just made sense. “We’ve been working
together in St. John's with our own respective brands and creative projects like Hear/Say, Yung
Dumb, Martin's Potemtole alias, and our grapevine gigs like Profonde and Saltwater Stereo. Adam
Martin is a graphic designer, Adam Harding has experience in bookings, and I have a background in
managing businesses, and three of us just have an affinity for alternative music in general, so we
jumped on the opportunity, and we get discounts on Jameson's and India, no brainer right?”
Factory is set to open on March 25th, but their official opening launch will be on April 9th, featuring
an eclectic mix of two powerhouse local bands – Ouroboros and Hear/Say – with one of the city’s
more popular new offerings, Joe Grizzly and The Wildlife. “We're definitely
looking forward to Lawnya Vawnya in May, a summer full of Yung Dumb
parties, and hopefully the coolest local hiphop monthly to hit the island
so far. It's still in its infancy, but we're excited to test the waters.”
As for the fate of Velvet Lounge ... it’s set to take up the space formerly
known as The Stetson on Water Street.
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What Happens
When Nothing
Happens?
New works
from April
White

mail art, video art and more. Indeed, much of
contemporary art exists in this always-now, or
never-again space, which further complicates
art history’s drive to define this moment.
And so, we see a constant returning to these
ideas as many contemporary artists explore
personal rituals, everyday moments. Just think
about how we all self-document, curate our
news feeds, take photos of our most mundane
moments. We’re all familiar with selfies that
glamorize us as subject but in White’s new
work we see a more humble accounting of the

BY MARY MACDONALD

On June 27th 2015 April White got

artist’s movement through the city.

BY KATIE VATOUR

In Havana, Cuba, there’s

Looking at this exhibition, the artist presents

this place called The Art

us with her day as various installation details,

Factory. It's an amazing

up albeit reluctantly, planned her

rather than singular watercolors with titles.

morning, felt a little guilty about

The exhibition is to be experienced as a whole

re-purposed space featuring

from the way her breakfast table looked

live performances, readings,

(striking a nice link with another famed

went to work, ate a sandwich,

bands, art exhibits,

Newfoundland painter Mary Pratt) to a bus ride,

and ended her day at Lindy Hop.

and even two amusingly candid journal pages.

screenings, dances, and

A Day in the Life of by April White is a new

what she wishes us to see, illuminating some

it, stood in front of her mirror,

series of watercolors and two video works
recently opened at The Rooms. Curated
by Gallery Director Vicky Chainey-Gagnon,
these brand new watercolors investigate
a seemingly uneventful day in the artists’
life. But the question is what happens when
nothing happens?
In 2001, Paul Virilio reflected back to the events
post-1968 where seemingly everything had
shifted overnight. Culturally, artists, theorists,
and writers were turning to explore the
everyday, the ‘infra-ordinary’ or in his words
“what do we do when we do nothing, what do
we hear when we hear nothing, what happens
when nothing happens” He and his colleagues
were interested in precisely those things
which were opposite of extraordinary. By
drawing attention to the mundane movements
of the city, they began to investigate their
surroundings and the city’s symptoms and
scents to see if more could to be learned.
ILLUSTRATION: APRIL WHITE

Is There
Too Much
Room in The
Rooms?

Choosing watercolour, White is in control of
areas, leaving others blank. Recalling partial
memories, the medium here is a great choice
as so often we remember just the way the
egg looked when it was cooking in the pan
or the brightly colored fabric of the St. John’s
Metrobus. These are ordinary but remarkable
details that document both personal and shared
experiences of our city today.
A Day in the Life of can be found on the
stairwell of the Rooms as visitors go about
their day until September 25th. April will give
an artist talk about her work April 27th at the
Rooms at 7pm.

food and drink—all at once.
There’s a two dollar cover charge and
a thirty minute line-up to get in on a
Wednesday night. Why isn't there a lineup outside The Rooms? Why isn't it as
bustling as it could, and should be? The
Rooms has, well, too much room, and
not enough art of any kind. It needs more
installations, drawings, paintings, music,
readings, book launches, performances. It
needs more everything.
People go to galleries for art. But most
people I know (both artists and artappreciators), go to The Rooms for
opening receptions, on free night, and for
a scattered special event. Last
time I visited, there was
almost an equal number
of employees to selfconscious visitors.
Inside is a perfect
example of how The
Rooms is working
(or not). There’s a

respective portrait. Inside these are facts
about the person.
Sure, it’s nifty. But it’s hard to contemplate
both at the same time, and people get
stranded, floundering in the middle of
the room. And those rectangles (literally)
outline the emptiness of the walls.
The space, at least in part, needs to be
subdivided to make it suitable for a wide
variety of frequently rotating exhibits.
The floors can be used for performances,
or dance. Or theatre skits, or plinths.
Statues. Anything.
The Beaverbrook Art Gallery in
Fredericton, New Brunswick (yes, even
New Brunswick, who recently decapitated
their provincial arts board) has art
arranged salon-style, so works cover the
walls from floor to ceiling.
What The Rooms is already doing, it’s doing
right. The Elbow Rooms residency is a great
support of emerging artists. The museum
is well designed, with its mock clapboard
and diverse array of artifacts. But even that
section lacks a tactile experience that could
bring the place to life. Why isn’t there a
spinning wheel, an old trunk, or a scrap of
sealskin that people can touch? The Rooms
has piles of that stuff.
Speaking of: it’s nuts, squirreling away all
those historical and artistic gems. There’s
lots of displays begging to be made with
material they already have. Also, why
can’t people bring drinks into the galleries?
I’m sure it involves security and insurance
reasons, but most places allow people to
wander around with hors d'oeuvres—and
I’ve yet to see an outraged guest fling a glass
of champagne onto art.
As the province’s premier gallery, The
Rooms has a responsibility to provide
a comprehensive range of art-related
experiences and exhibitions. It should
support and stimulate more ideas and
discussions and careers. Right now, it’s
supporting…well, mostly, The Rooms.

In White’s case having been born many years

skinny hall with

after Virilio and colleagues, this sense of the

portraits of famous

present moment has only stretched further

Newfoundlanders. On

Everyone understands that its structure is

over the past 40 odd years. In this time

the opposite side are

designed to invoke architectural shock-

span, durational artistic practices emerged:

rectangles, each the

and-awe. But that still resonates even if the

performance art, ephemeral installations,

same dimension as its

building is filled with stuff other than itself.
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The Greenlight Podcast
New Podcast Series Highlights
Local Filmmakers
BY MARK HOFFE

Newfoundlanders are gifted

This past January,

with gab. The island is also

Fardy kicked off the

It lets me talk to
people whose work
I admire and get the
answers to questions
I wonder about.

Get the Jump
on Lindy Hop:
NL’s Popular
Swing Dance
Social Group

podcast with actor,

“Lindy Hop is a partnered

writer, director, and producer Ruth Lawrence,

dance with origins in the

filmmakers. Those ingredients

known for such films as Two Square Feet

Jazz Age of the 1920s in

provide local writer, director,

(2012) and Talus and Scree (2013), not to

home to a slew of gifted

and comedian Mike Fardy with
the perfect recipe to serve
up generous helpings of local
talent on his new venture The
Greenlight Podcast.

mention her recent vital role in convincing the

Harlem,” says Matthew

City of St. John’s to reverse its nefarious arts

Melay.

sector budget cuts.
The second podcast aired on February 15 and
th

featured actor, writer, director, and producer
Ross Moore. He recently completed his short
The Woman in White (2015), a follow-up to

“My mission is to continue to lure people who

his previous two shorts Of the Essence (2012)

are more talented than me into a room where

and The Fourth Minute (2010).

I can badger them with questions for roughly
90 minutes,” says Fardy. “I’ve already learned

When he’s not busy lining up future podcast

so much from those I’ve talked to. I hope the

guests, Fardy is busy with his stand-up

podcast can act as encouragement for others

comedy career and developing his own film

who are trying to break into the world of film.”

projects. “Right now I’m working on getting
funding for a horror short and am finishing

Fardy’s genuine desire to glean inspiration

up the second drafts of my feature scripts.

from his guests is echoed in a candid take on

Hopefully I can get those scripts to the point

his humble film career beginnings.

that I don’t have nightmares about having to
read them every night and eventually send

“I think I knew I wanted to work in film when

them to others for notes!”

I really tried to make my first film. I tried so
hard and it was so, so bad. It really made me

Perhaps Fardy’s dogged persistence will pay

want to learn how to make a film that looked

off and we’ll be treated to a self-interview on

as good on screen as it did in my head! I still

his podcast. Time will tell.

haven’t figured out how to do that.”
In the meantime, there are two ways
As Fardy explains, he’s not the only brainchild

you can tune in. Search The Greenlight

behind the podcast.

Podcast on iTunes or go to mikefardy.com/
greenlight-podcast. For those who choose

“My friend Tim Collingwood mentioned he

the website, Fardy highlights an

wanted to produce a podcast, and I wanted

added bonus.

to talk to people about something I was
deeply interested in. So The Greenlight

“There are also some

Podcast was born! It lets me talk to people

weird short films

whose work I admire and get the answers to

on there for you to

questions I wonder about every time I start

peruse, should you

on a new project.”

feel so inclined.”

Lindy Hop on the Rock offers a variety
of classes from the absolute beginner
to the seasoned swinger. And you need
no partner to sign up. “Lindy Hop is a
social dance where each dancer switches
partners,” Melay says, adding “don’t
panic! There are always beginners in each
new session. It’s actually a great way to
meet new people and learn!” Collectively,
Lindy Hop on the Rock’s instructors
have decades of experience in dance and
instruction so regardless of your level of
expertise or dance experience, they offer
something to everyone.
Lindy Hop on the Rock’s upcoming
March session offers 3 levels of
instructions:
“Lindy Hop Beginner A Class,” for those
taking their first steps into Lindy Hop.
“This class emphasizes connection,
rhythm, improvisation, and most of all
- fun! The Lindy hop Beginner A class,
introduces basic 6-count footwork and a
progression of figures such as the tuck
turn, change of place, the Charleston as
well as the Shim Sham line dance. By
the end of the 6-week session, students
will have what they need to be confident
on the social dance floor!”
“Lindy Hop Beginner B Class,” is a
continuation of the basic Lindy hop
figures and movement patterns from
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Beginner A, “that keeps the fun in
fundamentals. In this class, dancers
are introduced to 8-count footwork and
associated figures.”
By “Lindy Hop Intermediate Class,”
most students will have completed both
beginner A and beginner B sessions
one or more times. “It’s time to sync or
swing! Intermediate class teaches more
advanced Lindy Hop technique, new
figures, and variations.”
Now in its third year, Melay reports “lots
of smiling faces, and happy feet” at their
classes and events. Lindy Hop on the
Rock got its start by a group of dancers
who were looking to build connection
with other people in the city, make
friends, and create something that St.
John’s didn’t have – namely a social
dance scene. Their vision has resulted in
a vibe all of its members feel.
Each 6-week course session costs $40,
or you can pre-register online and save
25%. Classes take place every Tuesday
at The Landing: Room UC-3013 at MUN.
Additionally, “Swing cats looking for
a night out know where they’ll find St.
John’s swing dancers on Friday night –
the MMap room at the Arts and Culture
Center. Practiciswing provides a chance
for beginners and intermediate dancers
to practice their dance moves in a casual
and supportive environment hosted by
an experienced Lindy Hop instructor.
Entry is $3.”
Don’t miss Lindy’s special “Lindy Hop
and Balboa Swing Dance Workshop
Weekend” from March 4th to the 6th.
“This year, St. John’s Swing scene is
bringing in two world-class swing
dance instructors to St. John’s for a
weekend of Lindy Hop and Balboa
dance instruction. The Swing & Balboa
Dance Workshop Weekend offers high
energy dance instruction from qualified
instructors that’ll add some zing to
your Swing!” All levels of experience are
welcome; each class is tailored to ensure
that each dancer has an appropriate
level of challenge.
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Excerpts from Popular,
Recent webposts
Read whole articles @ theovercast.ca

Don't Miss Our Web-exclusive
Stories Between Print Issues!
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories between our print issues,
including breaking news, event profiles, arts coverage, new storefront news, videos,
podcasts, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

AXE-ELLENT NEWS: THERE IS AN AXE-THROWING COMPLEX COMING TO TOWN …
Co-owners Adrian Beaton & Paul MacInnis will open a Jack Axes location in St. John’s this spring — it will be the province’s first indoor axe throwing facility. Or hatchets, rather, as “they’re easier to throw.”
You’ll be throwing them at a large bullseye 15 feet away from you. “Jack Axes will be a unique, new destination for Newfoundlanders to experience the thrill of competitive axe-throwing,” Beaton says.
“We will feature weekly league play, group bookings, and corporate events.” The duo has already partnered up with local brewery Quidi Vidi Brewing, to offer refreshments, and other local collaborations
are brewing as well, including a partnership with Manuel Wood Works, a local woodworking company, who will oversee design for the facility. “We intend on nurturing relationships with small, local
businesses, and would love to be able to help other businesses in the process. We are excited to bring this opportunity to St. John’s and add to the already wide variety of activities available here.” For now,
they’re hunting for the right location.

NDP CRITICIZE GOVERNMENT FOR PROVINCE’S STAGNANT SCHOOL BOARD
2016’s school board was appointed in 2013, and even then it was comprised of people elected in 2009. It hasn’t changed since, despite the promise of a new election years ago. In 2013, the PC
government merged all English-speaking schools into one board as a cost-cutting measure. Those school board members were chosen from the pool of members elected in the 2009 school board
elections; there would have been a school board election later in the year, had the merger not taken place. So the board hasn’t really had new blood since 2009. News recently broke that the government
plans to delay electing a new board by as much as a year. NDP Education Critic Lorraine Michael has been vocal on the matter this week. “When [the current board]was appointed, we were promised
an election in 2014. The previous government demonstrated little or no interest in letting the public vote on the people that have the ultimate responsibility for our schools, and the current government
apparently has the same attitude.” Michael is concerned because education, like other government services, will likely face drastic cuts this year. “We have heard from parents and teachers at several
schools that are facing possible closure,” she said. “I find it beyond acceptable that the final decisions will be made by a board that is, to be honest, well past its best-before date.”

CITY DOLES OUT 2016 HERITAGE AWARDS
Each year on Heritage Day, the third Monday in February, the City recognizes individuals and businesses that demonstrate outstanding heritage restoration efforts. This year, Certificates of Recognition
have been awarded to the following residents and businesses: Ann Marie Whelan, General Manager of O’Brien Farm Foundation for Thimble Cottage; Kim Shipp, Director of MUN Botanical Gardens and
Gail Pearcey, President of Friends of MUN Botanical Garden Inc. for Squires Carriage House; Lindsay Loveless on behalf of Roosevelt Properties Limited for the Victoria Park Condominiums (former CEI
Club). Bruce Blackwood on behalf of Spaces for 55 Rennie’s Mill Road; and David Young on behalf of Carrick Enterprises Ltd. for 312 Water Street. What is Spaces? If you haven’t heard of “Spaces” on
Rennie’s Mill Road, it was initially a historic mansion built for Lord Edward Patrick Morris, the 12th Prime Minister of Newfoundland, and completed in 1909. In 1920, it was turned into an Anglican hostel
for “outport girls” who came to St. John’s to study. In part, Bruce received the award for not demolishing the house, and renovating it instead; it was not protected by heritage status. And What is Thimble
Cottage? It’s one of the oldest remaining farmhouses in St. John’s, located at 150 Oxen Pond Road. John O’Brien built this place in the 1800s, and his operation at this site proved prosperous well into the
twentieth century. He’d sell milk directly to families and stores, for example.

GRAND CONCOURSE WALKING TRAIL LATEST VICTIM OF CITY COUNCIL’S CUTS
Twenty years ago, The Grand concourse Walking Trail was created to be a series of linked walking trails that could lead locals and tourists alike through the colourful city of Greater St. John’s. It’s
emphasis is on green spaces, like riverside strolls, with the idea being that these trails could promote outdoor activity, a healthy lifestyle, and a better appreciation of St. John’s and Mt. Pearl. The City is
cutting its funding to this award-winning trail system. Council will cut $390,000 the GCA use to maintain the Grand Concourse within the city of St. John’s. For example: trails must be graded every so often
to keep them level and free of potholes. The GCA feel this cut is a breach of a contract — a contract not technically expired until April of 2016. On their end, the City says they’ll handle maintenance of the
trails through their own city services, or maybe they’ll “send them out to public tender.” The press release boldly asserts, “They believe there is money to be saved … but we believe the city’s past record in
savings on maintenance has not been particularly successful. The city planners should know the GCA is a non-profit. There is no one getting rich at the taxpayers’ expense. We hope that the City’s intention
is not to save money by neglecting the hard won improvements to our community. We have high standards for our trail maintenance, and because of this we are envied by other communities. The financial
savings the City may gain from this outsourcing will be negligible.” It should be noted that the City also cut funding to Pippy Park, claiming the province ought to fund it since they own it. The GCA are
worried what benevolent local business people will be let down by the fact they’ve recently funded parks that the GCA can no longer maintain on account of this funding cut. “The Grand Concourse built
[Bidgood Park] in 2014 and now the City is removing our funding to maintain it. What will future benefactors of our City think when they see the lack of respect the City gives their donation?”
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Let’s See
Less Seymour

“I once worked in a restaurant, and I was

Local Women
Submit Stories
of Times
They’ve Been
Marginalized in
the Workplace

getting a blowjob. He also offered to have sex

In the hopes of not seeing
the Brenda Seymour incident

fairly new, so I was dependant on a more
senior male co-worker for instructions and
assistance. He was continually offering to
show me pictures of his penis or videos of him
in the freezer and asked if I wanted to see how
big he was. I told him that I didn't want to see
that and to act professional. This went on for
months until a relative convinced me to speak
to my manager, she told him to stop. He told
her he was only joking and that I shouldn't be
so sensitive. I was still uncomfortable
so I quit.” — ANONYMOUS FEMALE

“The last time I bartended a guy ordered
‘shake your ass while you make my drink.’
My shoulders fell, my lips tightened, I put my
head down as I quietly poured up his rum

blow over as if that sort of

and coke, before returning with a cheerless

thing is uncommon, and in

"five seventy five." It’s always bothered me

hopes that enlightenment can
change perpetrators’ ways,
The Overcast is running a
2-part series in March and

how comfortable he felt making me feel
so completely uncomfortable, and how
absolutely normal this story is to every
woman who has ever worked behind
the bar.” — KERRI CLAIRE

April about the subtle and
overt ways people have
been marginalized in the
workplace based on their
gender.

“One of my former bosses, a dirty old man who
owns a local company, once stopped in the
middle of a staff meeting to find out who I was
and to compliment my looks. This was perfectly
normal, apparently. He kept stopping every here

It’s clear from internet comments that

and there to make off-colour comments on how

a portion of the province can’t see the

pretty I was. I never felt comfortable working

difference between “having a little fun at

with him. He's such a skeeze.” — C

work,” or “being a jovial Newfoundlander,”
and belittling a woman in the workplace.
Share your own stories, and how they made
you feel, at theovercast.ca in the News

“I’m a barista. Once a day some middle aged

& Perspectives section.

man will say the grossest ol’ come-ons to me
about my looks, stuff like ‘do you come free

As an example: I once made the same point

with the coffee, wink wink.’ Just stop, I’m here

as a female co-worker to our boss; we’d both

trying to make money to pay for university

sent our boss roughly the same email and

and go watch bands on the weekends. I’m

my co-worker was told she was being too

a human being. I’m not yours to get your

emotional; minutes later, I was commended

kicks with. It embarrasses me in front of

for being a frank, straight-shooter. The only

co-workers, and makes me feel awkward as

difference seemed to be how our boss viewed

all hell. I hate myself for biting my lip because

being assertive as a man versus as a woman:

that’s easier, and I love my boss, so I don’t

I was frank and she was emotional?

wanna yell at his customers.” — BB
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Charlene Carr Coincides
Personal Story with
Endometriosis Awareness Week
BY AMY STOODLEY

For almost two decades,
Charlene Carr’s life has been
defined by pain. The 31-yearold author, who lives in
St.John’s, says as a teenager,
she remembers lying on the
floor, crying and sweating
from the debilitating pain
that would accompany her
menstrual cycle.

never happen was a devastating blow,” says

She says doctors told her it was normal –

with what it meant for my fertility, and my

that she couldn’t handle being a woman.

whole life, that I decided the best way to ‘free’

But Carr’s symptoms were more than the

myself from some of that would be to create

abdominal cramps commonly associated with

a character who could learn as I learned and

menstruation. There were cysts, inflammation,

work through some of the pain, fears, and

pelvic pain, fatigue, immense pain…but nothing

insecurities I was struggling with,” says Carr.

Carr, “to hear my diagnosis, and then, after
almost two years of trying to conceive, to hear
my doctor say I had less than a one percent
chance of ever having a baby.”
Consumed by her disease and desire to have
a baby, Carr escaped to a world that allowed
her to write the fate of a character much like
herself. In a two-part story, Carr writes about
a fictional character, Tracey Sampson, who
faces a similar heartache. “I was putting so
much energy into trying to come to terms

MIGHTYPOP
are proud to
present
Vancouver’s

YUKON BLONDE
SPECIAL GUEST

INDIA MARCH 5TH SOLD OUT!

2ND SHOW ON SALE NOW
MARCH
6TH AT THE ROCK HOUSE
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT MIGHTYPOP.CA
AND AT NORTH ATLANTIC ORANGE STORES

yukonblonde.com www.mightypop.ca

that compared to the pain of finding out that
she might never become a mom.

Whispers of Hope is the second book in the
series about Tracey Sampson, a woman who

Carr has Endometriosis. It’s a disease in which

was adopted and yearned for the day she

tissue that normally grows inside the uterus

would have her own children. Carr, who has

grows outside it. The main symptom is infertility.

published four other novels, says Whispers of

Doctors discovered Carr had the disease almost

Hope explores the challenges endometriosis

two years after she and her husband began

presents to fertility and the need for the

trying to have a baby. The diagnosis was bitter

character to reassess her view of what makes

sweet. Carr says after years of feeling weak,

a true family—biology or love.

she finally understood her pain. “The pain has
affected my ability to work and to feel like a

The book comes out on March 4th to

functional woman. I spent years feeling broken,

coincide with Endometriosis Awareness

sensing that something was terribly wrong—but

Week. Carr hopes the story helps spread

told that it wasn’t.”

awareness about Endometriosis and helps
people accept the disease, “the biggest

The diagnosis confirmed that Carr’s pain

thing I want people to take from the story

was more than what was commonly dubbed

is that even though life may not work out

as PMS, but it also confirmed her infertility.

the way we hoped or planned, it can still be

“Having children has always been incredibly

wonderful and fulfilling.” You can get the book

important to me—a dream. Learning that may

herecharlenecarr.com/getwhispersofhope/

5 SYMPTOMS OF ENDOMETRIOSIS
Painful periods • Pain during intercourse • Pain during bowel
movements or urination • Excessive bleeding • Infertility

A “She”ilagh Among them
O’Leary Elected to All Male City Council
On February 23rd, the votes rolled in for St. John's new Ward 4 Councillor, and former
councillor Sheilagh O'Leary earned more of those votes than all other candidates combined.
As she told Happy City St. John's, "I live and love public service. I am experienced and
committed. I have proven myself to be responsive to the needs of the community and
its residents, both on and off St. John's City Council in my 25 plus years of advocacy and
community service." O'Leary has said her previous experience as a councillor has taught her a
lot about "how to work with the community and navigate the system, and that's a must for any
councillor.” O’Leary was born and raised in the district, where she now raises her kids. As for
her goals for Ward 4 in the coming years, she said in the same interview that better community
planning is a must, and is she ever right. “Kenmount Terrace is a
prime example of what happens when a city doesn't engage in
appropriate planning in the development phase. With hundreds of
new homes and thousands of residents, there is no park or green
space, no tree design, central amenities or community spaces.
These things help foster the neighbourhood concept that I have
lobbied for years to implement in city planning. As well, traffic
concerns as a result of the roadway design create speeding
and dangerous living conditions for residents, especially those
with young families. In partnership with the developers who
continue to do business in Kenmount Terrace, we need to
improve and build on infrastructures that support healthy
and accessible neighbourhoods.”

People

BY LAUREN POWER

Currently based in
Saskatchewan, Dr. Brian
Fuller will be relocating to
St. John’s in the coming
months to take a spot at
Memorial’s School of Human
Kinetics and Recreation.
Fuller was recently named a Canada Research
Chair (one of the country’s highest honours
for research excellence) in the field of
Population Physical Activity. "I’m interested
in understanding how to design cities in a way
that encourages physical activity, promotes
sustainable transportation, and reduces social
inequalities in health," he says of his research,
which is a mix of urban planning and public
health. His more recent research also adds
smart technologies to the mix, including
activity trackers and smart phones.
Canada Research Chair is a title given to
academics like Fuller to drive Canadian
research and improve Canada’s depth of
knowledge and quality of life. “One of the
objectives of the Canada Research Chair
program is to increase the capacity of
universities to produce and apply new
knowledge,” says Fuller. "One of my first
research priorities will be developing a
database of urban environment measures
for Canada,” he says.

studies.” Fuller plans
to integrate the data
with the Newfoundland
and Labrador Center for
Health Information and the
Statistics Canada Research Data
Center at MUN.
Fuller also sees potential in our city's own
tangly history with bike lanes. In recent years,
members of council have raised questions
about the city's 20-year bike plan, with claims
of wasted space and the danger to property
values.

BY COALITION OF PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES NL
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within our buildings and communities?
There are communication barriers - lack
of clear language, clear print, alternate
formats, captioning, American Sign
Language, etc., etc., etc. Communication
is a key element to most everything we
do as humans, it’s no surprise that these
barriers are excluding people. Systematic
barriers are huge and just one example
would be programs or services for people
with disabilities being based on income.
This might sound reasonable on the
surface but does not recognize that many

"This is exactly the type of question my research
is interested in answering," says Fuller. "For
example, I’m working with the City of Saskatoon
to evaluate two recent protected bike lanes
installed downtown. It might be possible to
collect retrospective data and evaluate the
impact of the bicycle lanes on housing prices
and physical activity in St. John’s. This will
require partnerships between research and the
community but it’s definitely possible."
For Fuller, walkability and bikeabilty are
about more than just improving health and
easing traffic. "In general, there is a positive
association between walkability and housing
prices," says Fuller. "As walkability increases,
housing prices increase, controlling for
population growth and lot size. For example,
a study by Stephanie Yates and Norman Miller
shows that result for residential property. A
study by Gary Pivo and Jeffrey Fisher shows a
similar association for commercial real estate.
Walkability and bikeability are correlated so,
by logical, not scientific, extension, bikeability
may be associated with housing prices."
Happy City St. John’s is pleased to know
that the doctor is in. "It’s great to see more
and more research being done on how our
built environment shapes our health,” says
Happy City Chair John Smee. “This kind of
work reminds us of just how much power our
municipal governments have to shape our
day-to-day lives. By and large, it’s the City of
St. John’s that is responsible for the small
design decisions that make the difference in

"Walkability and fast food restaurant access
are two examples of urban environment
measures. Currently, we do not have this type
of database for research in Canada, which
limits our ability to conduct large national

Still Many
Barriers to
Inclusion in NL
for Those with
Disabilities
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whether or not a neighbourhood encourages
physical activity.”
Interested in the studies mentioned in this
article? Visit us online at theovercast.ca

Recently, The Overcast
and the Coalition of
Persons with Disabilities
partnered on a photo
contest to collect
powerful and positive
photos of people with
disabilities.

people with disabilities can have many
disability related expenses that chew up a
lot of their income.
And here comes the big one…attitudinal
barriers! Yes, indeed, in 2016 attitudes still
present some of the greatest challenges
for people with disabilities. Attitudes are
often the root from which other barriers to
inclusion grow. People still struggle with
ideas about what people with disabilities

The photos submitted were awesome!

“can” or “should” do. This can range from

They were fine examples of powerful

going to community events, obtaining

people. Yes, a picture is worth a

viable employment, to marrying or having

thousand words; but, a thousand words

and raising children. Generally, attitudes

does not even scratch the surface when

can be negative and limiting to allowing

it comes to the topic of inclusion.

people with disabilities to make their own
decisions like people without disabilities do.

Most dictionaries define inclusion
as simply; “including someone in

We hope the powerful photos from our

something.” While this sounds simple,

contest help shift some of these attitudes

people with disabilities often seem to be

and start people thinking differently

missing from the picture both literally

about what people with disabilities can

and figuratively, which is what sparked

and should do. Creating positive images

the idea for our photo contest.

is just the beginning of a much bigger
conversation we hope to continue here in

Why, in 2016, are persons with

The Overcast…stay tuned!

disabilities ‘not in the picture’? It may be
surprising to some, but every single
day in our city, our province, our
country, our world; people are facing
a wide variety of barriers to inclusion.
There are physical barriers - lack
of ramps, automated door openers,
accessible parking, elevators and lifts,
and the list goes on. How can it be that
with the advancements in Universal
Design (Google it.) we still see limitations

PHOTO: MELLISSA PELLEY

WALKABILLY:
New MUN Prof
On Making St.
John’s More
Walkable and
Bike-friendly
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THE Wandering Pavilion
BY EMILY CAMPBELL

What do the people
of St. John's want?
A pop-up farmers market. A place to tell and
collect neighbourhood stories. A stage for an
open air festival. For the past five months,
the Wandering Pavilion team conducted
extensive public engagement both in-person
and online. By and large, they heard that the
city needs more places that generate activity,
bring people together, and help to foster a
sense of community.

The Wandering Pavilion can help meet these
needs because it’s small, temporary and
portable. We’ll be able to test out many ideas
to see what really works where. The ultimate
hope is that the Wandering Pavilion will open
up possibilities for permanent structures like
this in the future.
The team has come up with a draft schedule
of events for the summer based on what
they heard from you. They’ll then collaborate
with community organizations, discuss with
property owners and the city and gather
more feedback from you. That’s right, if
you think the Wandering Pavilion should
launch with the artist pop-up or if we got the

locations totally wrong, give us good reasons
why and we could change it. So without
further ado, here’s what we came up with:

01
STORY COLLECTOR
(EARLY JULY)
People kept saying they wanted the pavilion
“in a place you don’t expect it.” It’ll start out
split in two across the narrows. One set will
be at the entrance to the East Coast trail in
Fort Ahmerst, Deadman’s Bay Path. The
other set will sit at the entrance to the Signal
Hill trail from the Battery. Each pavilion will
be equipped with something to both record
and play audio. The pavilion will collect

stories that will be able to be played back,
even across the narrows!

02
NEW MEDIA AND MAKING
(LATE JULY)
During the in-person consultations the ideas of
projection and sound kept coming up. Leading
up to and during the Lantern Festival in Victoria
Park the pavilion will show outdoor films, be
projected on, used for sound art and help out
the Lantern Festival as the home base for
some of their lantern making workshops. The
Pool House at Victoria Park is also home to
Protoshed, a makerspace which could extend
out into the pavilion during this time.

Cover Story
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01

01
STORY COLLECTOR

02
NEW MEDIA AND MAKING

03
PERFORMANCE

04
PARKING TAKEOVER, THE ARTS

05
TAKE A REST

06

02

PARKING TAKEOVER, FOOD

03

05

PERFORMANCE
(LATE JULY, EARLY AUGUST)
Music, puppeteering, dance, theatre, you
name it! That’ll happen in Bannerman Park in
and around the Folk Festival. We’ve already
heard from a few community groups that
want to use the pavilion, if you’d like to use it,
email us with the specifics.

TAKE A REST
(LATE AUGUST)
The Wandering Pavilion has been busy, it
needs a break too! While some of what was
heard involved lots of activity in very public
places, people also said they wanted the
pavilion in nature or near views. At the end of
August it will go on either end of the Rennies

04

River trail to mark the entrance of the trails
and provide a rest stop for walkers or runners.

PARKING TAKEOVER, THE ARTS
(MID AUGUST)
Another theme that was heard over and over
PARKING TAKEOVER, FOOD
again is put it in parking lots! Many parking
(EARLY SEPTEMBER)
lots in St. John’s really aren’t used to their full
After a successful summer of Wandering it’ll
potential, so the arts will take over parking
be due time for a celebration and what do we
spots for pop-ups. We’re inviting artists
all love? Food! The Wandering Pavilion
and artisans to submit proposals
will be distributed throughout
to use one of the art pop-ups
under used parking spaces in
to deliver workshops and
After a successful
town to focus on food. The
sell or display their work.
summer of Wandering,
organizers want to partner with
At the end of the pavilion’s
the Pavillion will park

06

time for the arts it’ll convene
down near the Eastern Edge
Gallery and be part of the
Hold Fast Festival.

in underused parking
lots and act as a food
pop-up.

different food people to deliver

workshops and sell veggies or
fish. For this time, the pavilion
has been strategically located to

fill in the gaps between walkable and easily
accessible food vendors, like grocery stores.
WHAT WILL THE PAVILION
BE SET UP LIKE?
After hearing from you, we learned that
most uses can be made with just a few
configurations. These four configurations
will be used. Hint the colours of the people
correspond to the uses.
GET AHOLD OF THE
WANDERING PAVILION
A few times during this article it was
mentioned that the Wandering Pavilion team
still want input, partners and people to inhabit
the pavilion. You can get in touch at contact@
wanderingpavilion.com or on twitter @
wanderpavilion or on facebook, facebook.
com/wanderingpavilion to let us know how
you’d like to be involved.
AND THE PRIZE GOES TO…
In last month’s article we promised a set
of blocks to people who contributed on the
website. These people will be contacted by
email to receive their blocks.

04
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Michelle
Butler Hallett
on the Origins
of Her Fifth
Book, This
Marlowe
In Michelle’s new novel, it’s
1593, and two spymasters
plot how they can control
succession upon the death of
an aging Queen Elizabeth.
Their scheming depends on one man:
Christopher Marlowe, a cobbler’s son from
Canterbury, who has defied expectations
in becoming an accomplished poet and
playwright, trained in intelligence and
espionage.
The author says she was drawn to the
Elizabethan era “By accident, really.” She
studied Christopher Marlowe and Thomas Kyd
during the last year of her undergrad studies,
and learned that “at some point, Kyd and
Marlowe shared lodgings. Where, precisely
when, or for how long, is unclear.”
In 1587, after Cambridge University refused
to award Marlowe his degree, rumours
emerged that Marlowe had run off to the
Jesuit university at Rheims. “I asked myself: an
atheist studying divinity and either considering
or infiltrating the Jesuit order? And why is the

Privy Council defending some nobody [against
Cambridge], some cobbler's son?”
The third tidbit to tie her novel together was
this: “in May of 1593, someone posted a piece
of xenophobic doggerel to the door of a London
church used by Protestant refugees. Many
Londoners felt overrun by Protestants fleeing
persecution in other countries and resented
their presence. The poem, later known as
the Dutch Church Libel, criticized England's
foreign and domestic policies, complained
about interlopers stealing money and jobs
(this sounds horribly familiar) and threatened
violence in response.”
“The governing bodies took the Dutch Church
Libel's threats seriously. On 11 May, the
Privy Council issued a harsh proclamation,
demanding search and seizure of anyone even
suspected of writing the libel, and, if necessary
to get a confession, torture in Bridewell.”
That May, Thomas Kyd was arrested, charged
with authorship of the Libel, and he wrote
afterwards that he suffered 'undeserved pains
and tortures.' While in Bridewell, Kyd accused
Marlowe of owning a document considered
seditious and irreligious. The Privy Council
issued a warrant for Marlowe's arrest, and on
May 20th, Marlowe appeared before the Council,
on suspicion on atheism -- which did not quite
mean to the Elizabethans what it means to
us, though there is overlap. Marlowe received

New Canadian Books of Interest

Laura Trunkey’s
Double Dutch
SHORT STORIES; ANANSI; MARCH 2016
Laura Trunkey’s fiction has been published in journals
and magazines across Canada, and was included in
the anthology Darwin’s Bastards: Astounding Tales
from Tomorrow. Double Dutch is part of Anansi’s
short fiction imprint, Astoria. From the Back cover:
“Intensely imaginative and darkly emotional, the
weird and wonderful stories in Double Dutch deftly
alternate between fantasy and reality, transporting readers into worlds that are at
once both familiar and uncanny — where animals are more human, and people more
mysterious, than they first appear. Shape-shifters, doppelgängers, and spirits inhabit
the extraordinary worlds depicted in Trunkey’s stories: Ronald Reagan’s body double
falls in love with the first lady; a single mother believes her toddler is the reincarnation
of a terrorist; a man grieves for his wife after a bear takes over her body. The collection
also includes incredibly moving tales grounded in painful and touching reality: a young
deaf girl visits Niagara Falls before she goes blind; an elephant named Topsy is killed
on Coney Island by Thomas Edison in 1903; and a woman learns the truth about
her son’s disappearance while searching for him with her husband in the Canadian
Rockies. This enchanting and, at times, heartbreaking collection of stories showcases
the talent of one of the most exciting new voices in Canadian literature.”

Katherine Leyton’s All
the Gold Hurts My Mouth

instructions to appear before the Council each
day, which seems oddly lenient, given the

POETRY; GOOSE LANE; MARCH 2016

charges against him.”
In short, she found the reputations of “Kyd the
splenetic sourpuss, and Marlowe the overreaching atheist,” to seem “simple, pat, too
easy,” and got to writing the book.

Katherine Leyton was the inaugural Writer-in-Residence
at the Al & Eurithe Purdy A-Frame in the summer of
2014. Her poetry and non-fiction have appeared in
numerous publications, including the Malahat Review,
Hazlitt,the Globe and Mail, and the Edinburgh Review.
She is also the founder of the highly unorthodox video
poetry blog, HowPedestrian.ca. From the back cover: “Katherine Leyton’s fresh and vibrant
début collection takes on the sexual politics of the twenty-first century, boldly holding up a
mirror to the male gaze and interrogating the nature of images and illusions. Confronting
the forces of mass communication — whether television, movies, or the Internet — Leyton
explores the subtle effects of the media on our perceptions and interactions, including the
pain of alienation and the threat of violence simmering just below the surface.  And yet, for
all its unflinching and raw lyricism, the poetry of All the Gold Hurts My Mouth is warm and
searching, full of humour and hope. Engaging her readers with lush vocabulary and spare,
tightly controlled forms, Leyton’s poems become a rich quest for identity, authenticity, and
nature uncorrupted. Reaching gloriously from isolation and pain to connection and love,
Leyton channels the wit of feminists past to create a manifesto for our time, an affirmation
of what might be possible.”

Books

Q&A with
Mary Dalton
BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

Newfoundland’s renowned
poet Mary Dalton’s life hinges
on the poetic. From six books
of poetry, to her latest book,

MARCH 2016

---all explore ways in which muted voices
struggle into speech.
What role does academia play
in your poetry?
Because I teach various courses in poetry at
Memorial, I am reading widely and engaging
in an ongoing conversation about poems
and poets with others who are exploring that
territory. My writing and teaching nourish
each other.

Edge: Essays, Reviews, and
Interviews (Palimpsest
Press), she has devoted her
years to writing, reading, and

As a Newfoundlander having grown
up in post-Confederation, what is your
relationship to the language of this
place? How has it evolved/shifted?

teaching poetry.
Dalton is a professor at Memorial
University, founder of SPARKS Literary
Festival, and has received numerous
accolades for her poetry, including: E. J.
Pratt Poetry Award, the Atlantic Poetry
Prize, and the Fred Cogswell Award.
Her 6 poetry collections are rich with
language and imagery. Edge pushes beyond
poetry’s boundaries to reconfigure marginal
literature, culture, and the political.

Several pieces in Edge address this matter,
as I discuss the impact of being groomed
for public speaking and of attitudes towards
Newfoundland accents, as well as of the
Dictionary of Newfoundland English. I can't
give a quick response here, other than to
say that the resources of Newfoundland
English are a huge gift to a writer. My
book Merrybegot celebrates the vigour
and beauty of the idioms and rhythms
of vernacular speech. I continue to be
delighted and beguiled by the resources

In Edge's introduction you describe
the process of this book as being like
conducting an archaeological dig, or
embarking on time travel – an encounter
with former selves. I’m interested in
these various selves, as the reader
encounters some variations of your voice
as reviewer, poet, essayist, etc. What did
you learn or discover about your latest
self, and your own voice in this process
of returning?
I learned that my latest self was keen to
return to work on the book of poems I'd
interrupted to ferret out all these earlier
works. Joking aside, I noticed that all this
writing in various forms and on various
genres did reflect something like a coherent
vision. Essays on the Boatman paintings
of Gerald Squires and on the depiction in
Newfoundland literature of the Beothuk, for
example, focus on embattled figures, as do
essays on the playwright Samuel Beckett
and the dialogue novelist Compton- Burnett.
I discovered in the work an ongoing interest
in power relations. The young theatre
reviewer, the essayist, the poet interviewed-

of the vernacular. A long essay of mine

GHOST
When i tried to open your inbox message
it disappeared so I said
“I can’t see what you wrote”
and sent you my number
You texted me:
“I guess I’m a ghost”
Your house was surprisingly
attached to my old house
so I said
“we used to share a wall”
and you laughed and said
“what a coincidence”
We made out on your
sally anne couch and you brought me
an orange and shared your blue
Gatorade and I thought
maybe this could be
something real
The next day you texted me
and said that you used to love
hearing me play piano in my room
through your kitchen wall
I asked “how did you know it was me?”
and you disappeared this time
for good

in Newfoundland poetry came out recently
in Newfoundland and Labrador, edited
by a Spanish scholar, Maria Hernaez and
published in the U. K., a book containing
essays about all the arts in the province.
And the chapbook Waste Ground, coming
out from Running the Goat Books this fall,
draws on colloquial speech.
How do you see your work's role
in the preservation/expansion of
Newfoundland’s distinct literature?
You know, I think that is a question better
answered by others. I hope Edge contributes
something to the general conversation.
What are you currently working on?
I recently wrote a little essay on the influence
of certain words for Newfoundland Quarterly.
Now I'm settling back into the series of
poems I put aside for the Edge project.
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Tinder Poems
BY ALEY WATERMAN

about the history of the vernacular voice
in a book called Pathways of Creativity
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STEVEN, 29
In the corner of your room
there are two pairs of girls’
underwear underneath
a hanging photograph
of you
presumably with your parents
presumably in Cuba
I asked you about them
and you seemed bothered
at my temerity
but also secretly enthused
In the morning I left and you wrote me:
“oh the ol ‘leave the earring’ trick. Classic.
you’ll be back.”
I really liked that earring.

REBECCA, 31
“actually, 21 ;)” said your handler
Rebecca, how could we ever build
something real
on this shaky foundation?

NATURE POEM AND MY
CURRENTLY BLEAK SEXLIFE
Sometimes I swipe left
unintentionally, tricked by
Repetition or intuition
or muscle memory
like those
monarch butterflies that migrate
over lake superior
who suddenly reroute west
for five miles
to avoid a mountain
that hasn’t been there
for a million years

IT’S NOT YOUR FAULT ROBERT, 32
I don’t hate you because you asked me what I do
I hate you because you’re the 50th person
this week
Who has asked me what I do.

FRIEND’S BROTHER, 26
First I worried that you wouldn’t swipe
right like i did
and that would make things weird
but then i remembered that if that happened
you wouldn’t be able to see me
which is already sadly the case.

I AM THE KIND OF PERSON WHO WILL
ALWAYS ANSWER THE PHONE EVEN IF
I KNOW IT’S A BELL ALIANT SURVEY
His message said hey sexy gurl with
a lot of flamenco dancer emojis
And heart emojis
Of various shades
I read it and made the face that my cat
Makes when you
Wake her by turning on
Loud music.
A bad face.
I said i’m really sorry, I swept right
By accident
While i was driving
And he called me a worthless piece
of shit and suggested
That I burn in hell
Sometimes it’s better to just let the phone ring.
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The
Enthusiast!

Next to EE is another outstanding artist hub

A Guide to
Breaking into Stuff
That's Niche
Showing Your Art
to the World

have enough work now, they could try and do a

BY LAUREN POWER

Also, Kym’s own work has been available

a fan of the pseudopsychedelic stylings of your old Grade 6 textbooks, this site is for you.

on t-shirts available through Living Planet.

Exciting Books features a library of fictional-but-fantastic texts with titles like "The Rise

Artists can send designs to Living Planet

and Fall of Waxed Paper as Sandwich Wrapping" and "Gravestone Advertising and Maine

(printing@livingplanet.ca), and if they like

Municipal Laws," all illustrated as though they were inspired by the set of early-era The

your stuff, they'll sell it at Johnny Ruth.

Price is Right. The blog also reposts actual long-out-of-print book covers like the Fashion

Artists keep their copyright, and they

Institute of Technology catalogues 1976-1981 or the IBM System/360 handbook from 1964.

People say that, in St. John's, all
socializing is built around going
to the bar. But there's actually
tons of stuff on the go, all the
time. In this series, we will take
advice from an expert, and help
you take your first step into a
brand new scene.

of St. John’s, St. Michael's Printshop. You can
take classes there, and if you make enough
work at the print shop you might be able to
have a show in their gallery space. “If they don't
group exhibition with friends,” says Kym.
There’s also the life drawing class at the Arts
and Culture Centre ($5 drop-in fee; 4th floor

When you’re ready to get your light out from
under that bushel, there’s plenty of places
to start. “Volunteering is key!” says Kym
Greeley, St. John's-based artist. Her work
has been exhibited in commercial, artistrun, and publicly-funded galleries, and her
contemporary painting work is currently on
display at The Rooms (All Day Within the
Dreamy House, closing April 10).
“[Eastern Edge Gallery is an] excellent way
to meet other artists, get your foot in the
arts community, and learn about other
opportunities to show work,” says Kym. Fees
are $25 for any individual or organization, and
$15 for students. However, all memberships
are also available in exchange for just five
hours of volunteer work at the gallery or with
their summer festival, HOLD FAST (formerly
known as the 24-Hour Art Marathon). HOLD
FAST includes installation, performance,
screenings, artist talks, community events,
and workshops for people of all ages.

LOL
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Rehearsal Room, Tuesdays and Thursdays at
10). “If you attend that for a while, you can add

Exciting Books

exciting-books.tumblr.com

it to your CV and it looks good,” says Kym.
Font fans and typeface obsessives, take note. If you're

receive a royalty from any shirts sold in
store or online.
Finally, if you’re feeling competitive and
productive, you can apply for arts grants
through Arts NL (deadlines March 15 and

You’ve got your smock, and your beret, and
your easel. You’re an artist. Now what? If
you’re been dabbling with your watercolours
or fiddling with your photography for a while,
you’ve probably daydreamed a little about
showing your stuff in public.

How To Waste
Your Life on
the Web

September 15), or the Arts and Letters
Awards (usually late in the year).“Most
importantly, make art!” says Kym. “If you
make enough, you'll find ways to show it.”
But what about showing your stuff in coffee
shops and restaurants? It may not be a
gallery, but as far as cultivating an audience
goes, it counts. Julia Bloomquist (formerly
of The Sprout) has long been a supporter
of the arts, and many local artists have a
stint at The Sprout on their CV. “I certainly
believe that the arts community is the
heartbeat of this city, and I have always

CanLit Premise Generator

canlitgenerator.com

“A man and his dog bury a memento in the dirt outside their childhood home after the
fishery collapsed” - "A group of writers visit rich New York relations under the pall of heavily
implied incest” - “A troupe of French-Canadian clowns break into a cottage in the Muskokas,
disillusioned with the pace and emptiness of urban living” The CanLit generator randomly
combines elements from classic Canadian fiction to create one-line book pitches that could've
been handcrafted for you by Margaret Laurence. Each randomly-generated premise is so
dreary, bizarre, and Canadian that you’ll swear you were required to read it in high school.
The website was created by Adam Brady, who is studying web development at HackerYou in
Toronto. “Poking fun at ourselves is definitely a part of the Canadian identity,” says Torontobased web developer Adam Brady. “Sometimes, it feels like a very large part. The CanLit
Premise Generator was born out of that feeling--a love of Canadian literature, balanced
against a desire to send it up just a little bit.” Working alongside writers Paul Fowler and
Chuck Kotowych, Brady built the site, and is encouraging people to submit more ideas. “Maybe
there's an award-winner in there,” says Brady. “Check it out and see if inspiration strikes you!”

been passionate about creating a space for
artists to show their work,” says Julia. New
owners Elizabeth Mysyk and Greg Dunn (of
late-night POYO fame) are hoping to continue
the tradition. Since showing art in a coffee
shop is often an unpaid gig (aside from the
opportunity to sell something), newbie artists
should have a good long think about the
risks involved before hanging a masterpiece
at their favourite lunch spot. Always ask
what happens if the artwork gets damaged

Skills for Change

sparked.com/welcome/volunteers#1

Volunteering: so great, but time-consuming, right? You're a busy adult with many important
things to do. You want to use your skills and expertise to help nonprofits, but who has the
time? For anyone with a schedule that's perpetually slammed, you can use this site to find
volunteer opportunities that can be completed in just minutes. When you sign up to be a
Sparked volunteer (or microvolunteer, as they call them), you are asked a few questions
about some of your favorite causes (education, poverty, animals, health), and what skills you

or snatched by a thieving patron.

would like to share with the world (design, web development, marketing, etc.). For example,

Thirsty for more? Did we miss something?
Email lauren@theovercast.ca

women) needs help with their website, and freshstartforwomen.org needs some copyediting

under 'women's issues', you can see that Project Silhium (a platform for empowering Libyan
help. Time to put that wasted time to use!

City of St. John’s
Call for Performers
The City of St. John’s is seeking expressions
of interest from musicians for the Music
at Harbourside Lunchtime Concert Series,
Music at Bannerman Park and Music at the
Quidi Vidi Village Plantation.
Expressions of interest are also sought from
performers in various disciplines for other
City events including St. John’s Days and
Canada Day as well as Cruise Ship Dockside
Performances.
The deadline for receipt of expressions of
interest is Tuesday, March 15 at 4 p.m.
For more information go to
www.stjohns.ca > Living in St. John’s >
Arts and Culture
Call: (709) 576-8394
Email: arts@stjohns.ca
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The H’Onion
Local Man Kidnaps
Jamie Oliver;
Will Release Him
When He Gets His
‘Friggen Santoku
Knife from Sobeys’
BY CHAD PELLEY

Charles Kimble, a native of St.
John’s, has been to England and
back this week, but he didn’t go
for fish’n’chips nor a spot of tea
with the queen: he has kidnapped
celebrity chef Jamie Oliver, and
his demands are simple.

SCIENCE!
Biologists Can Edit Our Genes
to Fix Their Failures, But Should They?
If science can switch off genes that lead to genetic disorders, should they be able to do
it? We’re currently at that stage: the ethical debate. So far it’s been agreed upon that
this technology would be applied in a manner where it turned off the “bad genes” in a
person, but that removing the disorder from a family line – essentially editing the human
genome itself – is going too far. So a mother with a genetic heart disorder, who has had
her disorder “corrected,” could still pass the disease down to her child. This technology
could end so many ailments, like cystic fibrosis, or Tay-Sachs, which causes death at
any early age – usually around five years old – because of a genetically missing enzyme
(Hex-A) that causes the destruction of a child’s nervous system and brain. 2016 will
see companies in countries like the US, UK, and China doing pre-clinical tests aimed at
gauging the safety of a treatment for sickle cell disease. People with sickle cell disease
have misshapen red blood cells; because their blood cells are misshapen, they cannot
carry out blood’s primary function: carrying oxygen from someone’s lungs to their other
organs. Gene editing technology can theoretically replace the faulty betaglobin gene
in stem cells, converting them into normal red blood cells. Likewise, human trials are
getting started in California’s Sangamo Biosciences, to test enzymes they think can
correct the gene defect that causes hemophilia.

“I’m teaching these sons of bitches at Sobeys
a lesson: it’s called honouring your Goddamn
promise. It says right on the cover of the
booklet missus at Sobeys gave me: to get a
6.5 inch Santoku knife, I need 70 stamps. Well
guess who’s got 70 stamps, and guess who’s
out of knives? To hell with that. I got Jamie
Oliver til I get my friggen knife. 70 stamps,
that’s the whole friggen book I got filled!”
Kimble says there were times he would buy
an extra peach, or a head of cauliflower,
“despite them being 8 friggen bucks,” because
he was gunning for the Santoku
knife. “I haven’t got one of those,
who friggen does?”
On his end, Jamie Oliver told media
Charles Kimble has a point. “I didn’t
loan my boyish, trustworthy face to
the people of Newfoundland
only to be their biggest
let down since the city
budget. I just want to
get back to coiffing
my hair and writing
my 90th cookbook.
Get the man his
knife!”
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Oliver says he tried giving his kidnapper his
own and “far better” Santoku knife, in hopes
of gaining release, but Kimble was quick to
say, “That’s not the friggen point! All winter
long, I went to Sobeys instead of Costco
because I was hooked on them friggen yellow
stamps, and for what?”
To pass time while Sobeys and the RNC find
a Jamie Oliver 6.5 inch Santuko knife, reports
indicate Oliver is teaching Kimble about the
under-utilized Santoku knife, “so he’ll know
what to do with the Santoku when he is finally
hooked up with what is rightfully his.”
“It’s actually a really cool knife,” Oliver adds.
“Santoku literally means ‘three virtues’
or ‘three uses,’ as it is intricately designed
to fulfill three functions: slicing, dicing,
and mincing.”
So far, Oliver has gotten Kimble comfortable
dicing apples, and the two figure that by the
time Sobeys finally hooks him up with his
own Santoku, Kimble will have mastered the
knife well enough to dice up a tomato without
pulverizing the bloody thing. “Dicing simply
means cutting something into cubes or ‘dice’ by
the way. Kimble didn’t know that until I told him.
And mincing means chopping into fine pieces.”
Kimble adds, “In that regard, this hasn’t
all been for nothing. I’m slicin’ and dicin’
over here. I’m mincin’ and making my first
minestrone.”
When asked what use the Santoku knife
will be to him once he is arrested and put in
jail for kidnapping Jamie Oliver, he had no
response, other than to say, “someone
had to do this. Someone had to take a
stand against the Sobeys being out of
knives. I’m glad it was me, and for
my time together with Mr. Oliver. We
have become pretty close. Maybe
when I’m in jail I’ll look up this
‘stockholm syndrome’ he
keeps joking about. I
laugh along with
some of his British
jokes, not wanting
to seem of inferior
intelligence to my
captive. I need to
keep the upper
hand here.”

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/JAMIEOLIVER
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HARD
TO BELIEVE

townie

Cross

And Now
You Know

word

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

The statues given out at the Academy
Awards are reportedly called “Oscars”
because a former academy executive
director, Margaret Herrick, thought
the statue resembled her Uncle Oscar.
Staff started calling them Oscars,
it stuck, and now we all do. This
happened in 1935, around the 7th or 8th
annual Academy Awards. The other
common story is that Bette Davis
claims she named it "Oscar" because
the rear end of the statue reminded
her of her husband when he got out of
the shower in the morning.

A wise man probably once said that
trivia is the best way to learn a thing
or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay off Google,
and guess the false statement.
PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

1. John O’Brien established one of the first
commercial farms in St. John’s . According
to Heritage NL, “He nearly lost the farm in
1849 after a legal battle fined him £12 for an
assault. O'Brien claimed he could not pay
ACROSS
the fine and, consequently, his farm was to
4. On what street is the newish pakistani/		
be sold at a public auction.Across
A public uproar
indian restaurant, Desi Meal, located on.
ensued caused by an editorial
in Robert
Mainlanders
call bakeapples "? berries."
4. On
what street is the 6.newish
pakistani/indian
7. Name of the microbrewery out of
John Parson's Newfoundland
Patriot in Desi Meal, located
restaurant,
on.
Mt. Pearl whose beer you can find at
support of O'Brien. As a result, no one
6. Mainlanders call bakeapples
the NLC "?
andberries."
select bars.
submitted a bid on the farm and O'Brien
8. Last name of Mallard Cottage's
7. Name of the microbrewery
out of Mt. Pearl whose beer
was able to keep his property.”
head/celebrity chef.

According to science, apples can do

DOWN
more to liven you up in the mornings
1. "The Plantation" is located in this community.
than a coffee.
Down
2. Brianna who is up for TWO ECMAs in April.
3. This major
road had
a major sinkhole
in it in
1. "The
Plantation"
is located
in this community.
Remember “Where’s Waldo” books?
February, deep enough for cars to fall in.
2. Brianna
who is up for TWO ECMAs
in April.
The reason
he wore a striped shirt
5. Last name
of the city councillor
named Sandy.
was a dad joke: “He didn’t want to be

3. This major road had a major sinkhole in it in February,
deep enough for cars to fall in. spotted.”

you can find at the NLC and select bars.

5. Last name of the city councillorMore
named
Sandy.
than 60% of the world’s eggplants

2. A lot of people are buying
8. Third
Last Place
name of Mallard Cottage's head/celebrity chef.
Tonic water at Rocket Bakery thinking it’s
not tonic designed for gin and tonics, but,
bottled water. They're mighty surprised
upon first sip.
celebrate sound

4. Former Memorial University researcher
Ranjit Chandra has been accused of
scientific fraud, and was the subject of
CBC's 3-part series The Secret Life of Dr.
Chandra. Chandra disputes the matter
still, despite medical journals yanking his
previous papers from their catalogues.
He tried suing the CBC for deformation of
character.
5. Local band, and this year’s MusicNL
Alternative Album of the Year award winner,
Waterfront Fire, is heading to Trinidad in
April to collaborate with a Trinidadian string
quartet band. They say they’ll be “heading
more to Hey Rosetta!'s direction.”

sound symposium xviii
july 8 – 16 , 2016

Night Music: A series of
improv events. 3rd Thursday
of every month & every night
during Sound Symposium.
Hear a band, then join in.
All improvisers welcome!

news cor ner

Stay Tuned for
updates

more info: soundsymposium.com

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

Harbour Symphony

save the date

Every Noon Hour July 8 – 16

The Logy Bay Groovers
March 17
9:30 pm | The Ship | $5

Concert Series

NIGHT MUSIC

Sound Symposium Presents

3. A Toronto-based company has bought
the space formerly occupied by The Brass
Rack and intend to build a squash facility
there. (The game, not the vegetable.)

come from New Jersey.
Three main characters from Breaking
Bad were all on episodes of Seinfeld
at some point. Walter White played a
dentist.
The real word for “butterflies in your
stomach” is collywobbles, which is an
equally silly term.
We’ve found over a thousand planets
outside our solar system just in the last
20 years. And on one of them, blandly
named HD 189733b, it rains glass,
sideways.
Billy goats don’t buy cologne: they
urinate on their own heads to smell
more attractive to females.
The person who invented the Frisbee
was cremated and made into frisbees
after he died.
Facebook addiction is now a legitimate
disorder recognized by the psychiatry
community.

TOWNIE CROSSWORD ACROSS: 4 - Elizabeth 6 - Cloud 7 - Storm 8 - Perrin DOWN: 1 - Quidi Vidi 2 - Gosse 3 - Kenmount 5 - Hickman HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #3 is false.
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#TOWNIETACOS
Those were delicious...
what should the next food challenge be?
@ERIN_ROCKWOOD

@DANIKA.DROVER

@CHARLOTTEHGENEST

@MURPHY_DAVE

@KRISSYBREEN

@SARAHTMAHER

@ALANNAJOYY

@LP3000

@MEGGYWOLFF

@VANCARMEN22

@BRAD_FIERCE

@FHUTSONMYLES

@THEBSSILENT

@MAL.BETH
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978-1-55081-630-3
$19.95 ❙

978-1-55081-654-9
$11.95 ❙

978-1-55081-631-0
$19.95 ❙

978-1-55081-633-4
$19.95 ❙

spring

978-1-55081-634-1
$19.95 ❙

978-1-55081-636-5
$19.95 ❙

978-1-55081-635-8
$19.95 ❙

978-1-55081-632-7
$19.95 ❙

978-1-55081-356-2
$29.95 ❙

